Chief Executive’s Report
Board meeting (Part 1)
12th May 2020

Coronavirus pandemic
NHS Resolution has been closely following government guidance and has put in place
business continuity arrangements to ensure the safety and wellbeing of our people whilst
enabling us to continue to perform our functions with minimal disruption.
Shortly before the nationwide lock-down we moved all but a small number of our staff to
home working arrangements and were able to move to 100% home working and close down
both our Leeds and London offices 2 weeks later. All post and telephone calls are on
diversion and staff are working remotely with secure laptops. We are monitoring sickness
absence, isolation, caring responsibilities and bereavement and re-deploying staff where
needed, including to front-line healthcare and other NHS roles. A range of practical help and
guidance is available to our staff to support them through this difficult time.
External events and meetings have been cancelled or postponed or are taking place
remotely where feasible. We have also paused work in order to remove any burden on the
NHS including extending the time period for compliance with actions under the Maternity
Incentive Scheme and pausing reporting to the Early Notification Scheme for obstetric brain
injury whilst issuing joint messages to the NHS to ensure that reporting continues elsewhere
such as to HSIB.
We are working with the legal market and justice system to ensure that NHS staff are not
approached for witness statements at this time and to look at the potential for mediations
and trials to take place remotely or be deferred.
Indemnity
NHS Resolution has launched a new indemnity scheme, the Clinical Negligence Scheme for
Coronavirus to meet liabilities arising from the special healthcare arrangements being put in
place in response to the coronavirus pandemic. The scheme has been established in line
with new powers delivered under the Coronavirus Act 2020 and will indemnify healthcare
providers for any clinical negligence liabilities which arise where existing indemnity
arrangements (such as CNST, CNSGP or other cover) do not apply. Where trusts are
hosting special healthcare arrangements, for example, the NHS Nightingale hospitals,
clinical negligence liabilities will be covered by CNST.
On 2nd April 2020, we wrote jointly to providers with NHS England and Improvement and the
DHSC to provide assurance on indemnity arrangements. An FAQ on our website is also
updated regularly and a mailbox has been set up to respond to specific queries. We are
meeting regularly with NHS England and Improvement and DHSC colleagues to discuss
emerging healthcare arrangements to advise on contractual provision for indemnity and
respond to queries as and when they arise.
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Managing concerns about practitioner performance
In consultation with NHS Employers we have published general interim guidance to NHS
organisations regarding the management of concerns in accordance with Managing High
Professional Standards in the NHS (MHPS) during the coronavirus pandemic.
This sets out a commitment to ensuring that our services align with the recent letter from
Professor Stephen Powis, National Medical Director of NHS England and NHS
Improvement, to Responsible Officers and Medical Directors in England about professional
standards activities in which he made clear that oversight of concerns must continue at this
time, with priority given to those considered to be high risk. We will continue to help
employers to formulate and implement timely professional support and remediation action
plans to support individual practitioners’ effective return to clinical practice. We are also
continuing to administer the Healthcare Practitioner Alert Notices (HPANs) system as
normal.
In these exceptional times we have extended our normal contact hours for advice.
Assessments have been paused where these cannot be conducted remotely.
Investors in people
Following our recent assessment under the Investors in People framework, NHS Resolution
has been awarded ‘Silver’ status. The report recognises the significant progress made by
the organisation in developing and supporting its people and the full report and action plan
will be shared with the board for discussion at the July meeting.
The Board is asked to note the Chief Executive’s report.
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Board meeting – Part 1
12th May 2020

Agenda item:

Item 2.2

Title of paper:

Performance Report

Responsible Director/Lead:

Chief Executive

Summary of paper:
This paper provides a report on financial performance and key performance indicators for the period
under review. Where performance is below target an explanation is given together with details of plans
to bring performance back in line.

Board action requested:
The Board is asked to note the report.

Potential risks:
Our performance is detailed in public documents such as the Business Plan and our Annual Report and
Accounts as well as reported on a regular basis to the Department of Health. Any failure to perform against
agreed targets or to have plans in place to remedy under performance would bring into question our
effectiveness in delivering the aims of our Business Plan.

Equality, diversity & inclusion:
We review all the proposed measures of performance against our standards in this area when agreeing
definition of thresholds with the Department of Health and Social Care at the outset of the financial year.

Has the patient and public interest been taken into account?
All performance measures are focused ultimately on the interests of patients and the public be that in
relation to patient safety or preserving resources for NHS care.

Performance Report
Board meeting (Part 1)
12th May 2020

Finance
Summary Financial Position at March 2020
Executive Summary
Departmental Expenditure Limit (DEL) budgets
•

Full year net expenditure on all DEL budgets is an underspend by £111m against budget. The
position reported to the last Board as at January was an underspend of £179m.

•

Indemnity scheme budgets overall, excluding the PIDR impact, the Clinical Negligence for
General Practice scheme (CNSGP) and expenditure in relation to the historic liabilities relating
to general practice (ELGP) are underspent against budget by £51m which compares to a
£117.5m underspend as at January.

•

Additional costs arising from the change in PIDR costs from the March 2017 rate of 2.5% are
£271m.

•

We have incurred £59k of payments on the CNSGP. Payments on historic liabilities relating to
general practice (ELGP) is £46m.

•

Administration costs are £2.7m underspent year to date primarily due to vacant posts in the
Claims and support functions.

•

Capital expenditure is £671k against a budget of £1,390k.

Annually Managed Expenditure (AME) budget
•

This budget relates to the change in the value from one year to the next, of liabilities expected
to be settled in the future, arising from NHS Resolution’s indemnity schemes.

•

The AME position as at March across all schemes (including GPI) is a £0.7bn increase in the
value of the provision against a budget of £6.3m agreed in the Parlimentary Spring Supply
Estimate. The variance is primarily due to the allowance for risk and uncertainty applied to the
budget.
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Department Expenditure Limit (DEL) Position

Income
Member contributions
Other income
Total Income
Expenditure
Total Member Funded Schemes
DHSC Funded Schemes
GPI (CNSGP and ELS)
Administration
Total Expenditure
Parliamentary funding
Net DEL position

Budget

Actual

Variance

£'000

£'000

£'000

(1,999,045)
(1,053)
(2,000,098)

(2,003,394)
(1,007)
(2,004,401)

4,349
(46)
4,303

2,274,184
139,000
55,100
33,767
2,502,052

2,206,250
112,087
45,956
31,048
2,395,342

67,934
26,913
9,144
2,719
106,710

501,954

501,954

0

(0)

(111,013)

111,013

The income and expenditure for the year to date position on Department Expenditure Limit (DEL)
budgets is shown above. This relates to the settlement of claims in year and NHS Resolution’s
administration costs.
There is a favourable variance on income mainly as a result of the underutilisation of funds available
to make corrections to member contributions where data issues have arisen.
Expenditure for the schemes consists of two elements: expenditure estimated at a personal injury
discount rate of 2.5% (referred to as baseline expenditure), and expenditure related to the impact of
the change in the PIDR. The indemnity schemes are underspent by £104m overall, as shown in the
table below.
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Detailed Indemnity Schemes Expenditure at March 2020

Ex-RHA
ELS
DHSC Clinical Liability
DHSC Non-Clinical Liability
CNST
PES
LTPS
Subtotal (exluding GPI)
CNSGP
ELSGP
Total

Budget
£'000

Year to Date
Actual
£'000

Variance
£'000

1,000
38,000
95,000
5,000
2,224,815
5,999
43,370
2,413,184
106
54,995
2,468,285

1,262
36,180
68,084
6,560
2,157,341
6,250
42,660
2,318,337
59
45,898
2,364,294

(262)
1,820
26,916
(1,560)
67,475
(250)
710
94,847
47
9,097
103,991

Across all schemes excluding GPI the damages budgets are underspent by £55m (5%), claimant
costs overspent by £34m (8%), defence costs budget is underspent by £8m (5%) and periodical
payment budget is underspent by £22m (8%).
The PIDR budget is underspent by £44m (14%) and the GPI budget is underspent by £9m
Prompt Payment Policy and Reporting of Performance
The number of invoices paid within 30 days remains below the target of 95% at 83%. Relevant
payments up to March totalled £213m. The majority of our spend is damages which are not included
in the calculation as they are not covered by the legislation on payments to suppliers of goods and
services. This is a small improvement overall compared to the 81% reported as at January. We have
however seen a steady increase over the last few months, with performance at 89% in February and
96% in March.
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Claims
Executive Summary
This paper reports the number of claims for compensation received by NHS Resolution under
our three principal indemnity schemes, alongside a high level overview of the portfolio of
those claims.
Our performance in the management of claims against our key performance indicators is
commercially sensitive and included in the papers in Part 2.
Findings
The table below shows the number of claims and incident reports received under our three
principal indemnity schemes in 2019/20 compared with 2018/19. This report confirms
numbers up to 30 March 2020.

Schemes

2018/19

2019/20

Change

Clinical Negligence Scheme for Trusts (CNST)

10684

11194

+4.77%

Liabilities to Third Parties Scheme (LTPS)

3584

3721

+3.82%

Clinical Negligence Scheme for General Practice
(CNSGP)

N/A

408

N/A

The figures for CNST exclude birth injury incidents notified under the Early Notification initiative. EN claims are
included.

The chart below shows the month-on-month volatility of new claims received in the last
fourteen full financial years, excluding CNSGP.
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The chart below shows the number of claims reported since 2010/11.
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As can be seen there has been an increase in claims under both schemes this year,
excluding CNSGP, which is a new scheme from April 2019.
LTPS and CNST have both shown increases and dips during the course of the year but
ended with an overall slight increase in volumes, compared with 2018/19. CNST has seen a
total increase of 497 claims and LTPS 137 claims.
An increase of around 5% in CNST cases has been the pattern across this financial year.
There does not appear to be any one specialty causing the increase, it is a proportionate
increase over a number of specialties.
LTPS has shown fluctuations as shown below. This scheme has lower volumes than CNST
and therefore slight variances period on period will show a greater percentage impact on the
overall numbers. The pattern of fluctuation is largely similar to that seen in 2018/19. We are
unsure if Covid-19 has had an impact on general claims activity in March 2020, which is
something that will be monitored.
There has been a slight increase in LTPS claim numbers this year. We will have to monitor
claims volumes throughout the coming financial year, to see if the 2019/20 increase indicates
a reversal of the previous pattern, which was a plateauing of claim numbers.
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Clinical
The chart below shows the breakdown of CNST claims received in the financial year, noting
the top five specialties by the number of actual claims received and as a percentage against
the overall volume.

CNST Claims – Top Five Specialities by number and as percentage of total claims

Orthopaedic surgery has been the largest reported specialty in 2019/20, followed by
emergency medicine although the numbers are very similar, only a variance of 30 claims.
Emergency medicine was the largest reported specialty for the previous two financial years.
Obstetrics was the third largest speciality this financial year.
Looking at the same five specialities by value, obstetrics is by far the highest value speciality
as expected, followed by emergency medicine and orthopaedic surgery.
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CNST Claims – Top Five Specialities by volume, represented as value
(Millions)

The chart below shows the breakdown of CNST claims received in the financial year, split by
value. Only the top five are shown.

Obstetrics remains the highest value specialty by some significant margin. Emergency
medicine remains the second highest despite no longer being the top specialty by volume.
Included in the top five are neurosurgery and paediatrics which do not appear in the top five
by volume. The reason for this will be due to individual claims having a potential to be high
value.
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The Covid-19 pandemic may mean the volume and value of reported claims in different
specialties changes over the next couple of financial years, due to the nature of potential
claims and health care delivery during the pandemic.
Non Clinical

Employers’ liability claims account for 68% of new LTPS claims received in 2019/20. This
follows a recurring pattern to previous financial years as expected in this scheme due to the
profile of risks covered. There has been an equal percentage increase in both EL and PL
claims, reflecting a consistent pattern.
The chart below shows the pattern in the last 5 years.
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There is no evidence to suggest this pattern will alter significantly long term, although the
Covid-19 pandemic may alter this reporting pattern over the next 2-3 financial years due to
the nature of potential claims.
The chart below shows the breakdown of LTPS claims received in the financial year, split by
actual number of claims received and percentage of the overall volume, noting the top five
injury types.
LTPS Claims Received 2019/20 Injury Type by number and percentage of total claims

Orthopaedic injuries remain the largest injury type, which also follows a similar pattern to
previous financial years.
The chart below shows the breakdown of LTPS claims received in the financial year to date
split by the top five causes.
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Slip and trips are the highest cause of LTPS claims received in 2019/20.
Assault claims have recorded a steady pattern of increase since 2015/16, which has
continued this financial year, albeit only a very small increase. The chart below shows the
pattern of reporting over the past five financial years.
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Practitioner Performance Advice
The performance review for the full year 2019/2020 is presented for Practitioner Performance Advice.
This paper also provides Board with an overview of the impact of Covid-19 on the Advice function and
the potential impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the KPIs.

Case advice service
A total of 776 new requests for advice were received in FY19/20 (see chart 1). This represents a
decrease of 16% compared with the total number of new requests for advice in FY18/19 and 14%
decrease on the average performance for the last 5 years. The new case activity was 21% lower in
Q4 when compared with the historical average for this quarter over the past five years. This can in
part be attributed to the impact of Covid-19 in March, which has historically been a month of high
levels of activity (see chart 2).
However, the overall active caseload stands at 753, which is a 7% increase over the same reporting
period in the previous FY. In addition, the Advice service has maintained throughout the year a broad
reach across the healthcare sector in line with previous years, with new requests for advice received
from 88% secondary care organisations in England as well as from primary care organisations based
across all NHS England and NHS Improvement regions (see chart 3).
Chart 1: New requests for advice received
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Chart 2: New requests for advice – month on month
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Chart 3: New requests for advice – by sector
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Chart 4: New requests for advice – by profession
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As regards the overall decrease in the rate of new requests compared with the previous FY, we are
continuing to take steps to understand the factors that may be contributing to this position and take
appropriate action:
•

We have strengthened our internal reporting arrangements to identify healthcare organisations
who are not accessing our services as much as might be expected. In recent months we have
been proactively re-engaging with organisations in order that they are fully appraised of the
support and services we are able to offer. This exercise resulted in an additional 5% of
secondary care organisations accessing our service in Q4.

•

In January 2020 a programme of work was commenced undertaking in-depth interviews with
customers in order to obtain in-depth feedback on the Advice service’s offering in the context
of the changing NHS landscape. A number of interviews were undertaken prior to this
programme of work being placed on hold because of the ongoing Covid-19 situation. We will
recommence this work after this period but the interim findings from 10 in-depth interviews
(from an anticipated minimum of 25) indicate:
o Medical Directors reporting they have the experience to be able to manage less
complex cases at a local level. Contact to Advice tended to be when cases were more
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o

o

complex and/or reaching the stage of formal action
Developing a package of Advice services we offer to those leaders who have not yet
reached Medical Director level, to prepare and educate them to manage concerns
effectively, continuing our work to get upstream and build capacity and capability at
local level
The opportunity for Advisers to get involved in engaging organisations in a much
broader agenda (more aligned to the GMC ELA approach), promoting the full range of
services offered by Advice and NHS Resolution.

There continues to be considerable interest in Practitioner Performance Advice’s education and
learning programmes which is in line with our ambition to build capability to handle concerns locally.
We are continuing to see demand for Advice’s support on managing particularly complex cases,
including those involving the potential exclusion of practitioners. 23% of secondary care cases involve
situations where the employer has excluded or is actively contemplating exclusion of a practitioner.
Of the exclusion cases we advised on in FY19/20, 58% of cases resulted in immediate exclusion
given the significance of the concerns and/or features of the case.

Healthcare Professional Alert Notices (HPANs)
At the end of March 2020 there were five active HPANs. In March 2019 there were 12 active HPANs.
Whilst there was a reduction in the number of HPANs being requested in FY19/20, more were issued
this FY compared to FY18/19. The reduction in the number of active cases is the result of a new
review process that ensures timely review and revocation of active HPANs.
Chart 5: Healthcare Professional Alert Notices
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External education and learning
At the end of March 2020, 88% of education events delivered were rated at least 4 out of 5 for
effectiveness/impact by participants. This change in performance (94% in the FY to January 2020)
was due to poor feedback for a new workshop which was being piloted – this is being reviewed. The
table below shows the number of workshops that were delivered, compared to the same period last
year.

Workshops delivered

Activity summary
FY18/19

Activity summary
FY19/20

48

55

36
12

39
16

Total:
-

In-house
Public

Exclusions in England (secondary care only)
94% of exclusions in England (secondary Care) were reviewed within the target timeframes.
The above figure is based on 134 out of 142 cases having been reviewed within the required
timeframe. In the cases where a review was not undertaken, this was because of unavailability of the
employing organisation to engage in a review and, one occasion, an oversight within the adviser team
which has since been addressed.

Assessments and other interventions
The table below shows the activities completed for the assessment and interventions service for this
year, as well as the activities that are at the planning stage.
Activity summary FY19/20

Assessments and interventions
Clinical performance assessment

•
•

7 assessment reports issued
4 clinical performance assessments being planned

Behavioural assessment

•
•

27 behavioural assessment reports issued
4 behavioural assessments being planned

Professional Support and
Remediation action plans

•
•

34 action plans issued
5 reviews of local action plan prepared by external
healthcare organisations

Other interventions

•
•
•
•

10 assisted mediations completed
1 assisted mediation being planned
5 team reviews completed
1 team review being planned
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Delivery times
There follows a series of charts that show the delivery times for assessments and action plans.
The chart below shows the number of working days taken to complete each CPA, this year (7 cases)
and last year (10 cases). The average time taken to complete a CPA is currently 93 working days
(18.5 weeks) – from the date of the letter setting out the decision of the ACG to offer an assessment
to the issue of the assessment report. This is a significant improvement on last year when the
average was 145 working days (29 weeks).
Chart 6: Time taken to deliver clinical performance assessments
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We have made similar improvements in the delivery times for behavioural assessments (BAs). There
have been marked efficiencies in the process which have led to the current average time taken to
complete 27 BAs this year being 8 weeks, compared to around 19 weeks for the 20 BAs completed
last year.
Chart 7: Time taken to deliver behavioural assessments
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As reported in the last Board report, there have been similar efficiencies in the way that we deliver our
action plans. Now, the average time from the request form being received to delivery of a plan is 17
working days, compared to an average of 29 days last year, around a 40% improvement.
Chart 8: Time taken to deliver action plans
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COVID-19 and the Advice function
The guidance from Professor Stephen Powis, National Medical Director of NHS England, issued on
19 March 2020 was that ‘oversight of performance concerns must continue, but as the situation
evolves, our priority will be those concerns that are assessed as high risk’. In line with this guidance,
Practitioner Performance Advice continues to support healthcare organisations to effectively manage
and resolve concerns during the COVID-19 situation. However, we have taken a number of steps to
ensure we are not placing unnecessary stress on healthcare organisations at this time, to enable
practitioners to return safely to the frontline where they are required and to protect the health and
safety of our staff and assessors. Information has been included on the NHS Resolution website
setting out this in full.
Aside from the impact on external education and learning events and assessment and intervention
services which involve visits to frontline healthcare environments or other travel, all other aspects of
the Advice function have not been impacted. We continue to deliver the full range of Advice services,
including meeting our statutory obligations with respect to delivering HPAN and Performers List
services. We continue to send forms to NHS organisations who wish to request our assessment and
intervention services, although numbers have decreased over recent weeks. The Assessment and
Consideration Group (ACG) meets on a weekly basis when there are cases to consider; if the ACG
offers an assessment, the outcome letter to the healthcare organisation and practitioner explains that
we are not in a position to proceed with planning assessments at this stage and will be in contact
again when we are able to resume conducting assessments.
Decisions regarding Advice services
In keeping with social distancing guidelines, and in an effort to avoid placing healthcare organisations
under unnecessary stress, we have cancelled onsite meetings between advisers and healthcare
organisations. Our advisers continue to be accessible via phone, email and Skype for ongoing advice
and support and to provide greater accessibility throughout this period, we have extended the
opening hours of our telephone Advice service to cover the hours from 07:30-20:00, giving healthcare
organisations the ability to contact us outside usual working hours.
Where local management of concerns has been affected by COVID-19 and/or specific advice has
been given in light of the current situation, a log of these cases has been created to capture the case
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detail and the advice provided. These cases will be reviewed on an ongoing basis to ensure the
consistency and effectiveness of advice in a rapidly changing environment. Guidance on the
interpretation of Maintaining High Professional Standards in the modern NHS (MHPS) has been
developed in consultation with NHS Employers. NHS Resolution has contributed to guidance on
Redeploying Doctors to work in Primary Care to support the NHS Clinical Delivery Plan for COVID19.
With respect to the impact of COVID-19 on external education and learning events, all courses and
participation at external events have been cancelled until July at the earliest, including three in-house
workshops, five RO network events and withdrawal from two third party speaker events. Terms and
conditions relating to financial penalty on customers for postponement at short notice have been
relaxed.
We postponed a clinical assessment visit that was due to take place in March and we have put the
planning of four other clinical performance assessments (CPA) on hold. In addition, four behavioural
assessments have been put on hold. One assisted mediation and one team review have also been
postponed. The Professional Support and Remediation (PSR) service is able to function normally as
the only contact we have with the practitioner and healthcare organisation during the process is by
telephone. As we often need to speak to a senior manager in order to prepare an action plan, there
may be issues with regard to their availability for such calls at present but we are able to address
these on a case by case basis.
We have worked with NHS England and NHS Improvement to support the expansion of the primary
care workforce. The online survey inviting professionals to indicate their willingness to return to
practice and the direct communication with all practitioners who have recently left the service has
resulted in over 25,000 GPs coming forward. The existing checks to allow admission to the
Performers List are to stay in place (as they constitute an important pre-employment check for
employers in primary care). This includes NHS Resolution performing checks of our databases
against doctors and dentists who are making an application to join the Performers List, to see whether
we hold any record of past or current investigations or proceedings involving such individuals.
Rationale
We recognise that it would not be an appropriate use of resources if advisers attended onsite
meetings and delivered training events to groups of practitioners and managers at a time when it is
paramount that resources are deployed clinically across the health service to the frontline.
To deliver a CPA, we need to contract the services of practising clinicians for around eight working
days, and they attend the workplace of the practitioner being assessed. Most of the clinicians who act
as assessors could not currently be released from their NHS commitments to undertake
assessments. In addition, it would be inappropriate for an assessment team to visit NHS premises
now, and practitioners being assessed are highly unlikely to be practising in ‘normal’ circumstances.
Therefore, it would not be fair or reasonable to undertaken CPAs at this time. Although BAs do not
involve a visit to NHS premises, the practitioner is required to travel to meet the behavioural assessor
and to participate in a face-to-face interview which usually lasts around six hours. We did explore the
possibility of behavioural assessors undertaking these interviews by Skype but the behavioural
assessors did not consider that this was feasible, nor would it be fair to the practitioner.
Engagement with our service users
Advisers have made contact with relevant healthcare organisations to notify them that onsite visits
have been cancelled and have offered alternative appointments via phone. We have updated the
NHS Resolution website to show our continued availability to be contacted, in addition to providing
information about the extended opening hours of the advice helpline. Where external education and
learning events have been cancelled, contact was made directly with customers to explain the
situation. Whilst the majority of customers who postponed in-house workshops in March and April are
not yet in a position to schedule a new date, we will work with them given the expectation that they
will reschedule in future.
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Where assessments were placed on hold, all parties have been informed and individual reviews have
been undertaken to identify patient safety risks. We let each healthcare organisation know that their
Case Adviser was available to provide ongoing advice. There has been general understanding and
acceptance of the decisions. We will keep the position under regular review and will progress the
assessments as soon as we are in a position to do so, keeping in contact with the parties as matters
develop. We issued our usual quarterly bulletin to clinical assessors in March.
Impact
In terms of KPI target timeframes, the results for FY19/20 have not been impacted by COVID-19. We
anticipate that there will not be an impact on the advice service and HPAN KPIs in FY20/21 given the
strength of internal systems and number of senior and administrative staff to deliver the respective
services. It is possible that the exclusion and suspension KPI could be adversely impacted by COVID19 as this measures the number of exclusion updates an Adviser obtains from a healthcare
organisation within a set timeframe. Advisers will continue to approach healthcare organisations for
updates, but given these are often received from senior staff (RO/MDs), it is likely that attention will
be directed elsewhere rather than providing updates to Practitioner Performance Advice during this
time.
For those assessments that have been put on hold we will apply a deferment in line with our
Guidance on deferring assessment components which allows for deferment when delays are due to
circumstances outside our control. There should be no effect on the KPI target timeframe for the
delivery of the PSR service or for the decisions made and communicated by the Assessment
Consideration Group.

Key performance indicators
Service

Measure to report

19/20 to 31 January
2020

FY19/20 to 31
March 2020

90% of requests for advice
99.7%
responded to within 2 working days
(or within an alternative timeframe
requested by the
employing/contracting organisation)

99.7%

Healthcare
Professional Alert
Notices (HPANs)

90% of HPANs issued/released
(where justified) within 7 working
days

100%

100%

HPANs

90% of HPANs revoked (where
justified) within 7 working days

100%

100%

External education
and learning

90% of education events rated by
participants at least 4 out of 5 for
effectiveness/impact

94%

88%

Exclusions and
suspensions

90% of all exclusions/ suspensions 93.3%
critically reviewed (where due)

Advice Service

94.4%
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Primary Care Appeals
The performance review for the full year 2019/2020 is presented for Primary Care Appeals. This
paper also provides Board with an overview of the impact of Covid-19 on the Primary Care Appeals
function and the potential impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the KPIs.
Key performance indicators
Measure to report

18/19 to 31 March
2019 (Full year)

19/20 to 31 January 19/20 to 31 March
2020 (YTD)
(Full year)

90% of "first step" letters sent out
within 7 days of receiving the appeal
or dispute

100%

99%

99%

100% appeals or disputes where 14
or more days’ notice of hearing has
been given

100%

100%

100%

80% of pharmacy appeals where
Decision Maker agreed with
recommendation of Case Manager

91%

95%

95%

90% outcome of quality audits for
appeals and dispute files

100%

100%

100%

Target = 15 weeks
The average number of weeks taken
to resolve appeals and disputes internal input only

12 weeks

10 weeks

11 weeks

Target = 19 weeks
The average number of weeks taken
to resolve appeals and disputes –
additional input

15 weeks

17 weeks

16 weeks

Target = 25 weeks
The average number of weeks taken
to resolve appeals and disputes Oral Hearing

24 weeks

28 weeks

28 weeks 1

Target = 33 weeks
The average number of weeks taken
to resolve disputes – CMR valuation
input required

33 weeks

31 weeks

30 weeks

1

Outside Appeals control
3 cases - unavailability of parties to attend hearing during specified period
1 case - processing error and failure of NHS England to supply paperwork.
1 case - post hearing delays due to internal enquiries regarding a party to the appeal not receiving invite to hearing.
Within Appeals control
3 cases - applications being ‘held’ to allow other applications earlier in the process to catch-up in order to deal with
together and in relation to each other (in addition, Committee chair became seriously ill following the hearing so there
was a delay in issuing the decisions).
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Commentary
In 2019-20, Primary Care Appeals received and resolved more appeals and disputes than in the
previous year (8% in both instances). It has met seven of the eight KPIs and, of the seven, it
improved performance in three areas. The one missed KPI related to oral hearings where
performance is, in part, affected by issues outside the team’s control
Overall performance is notable given that, during the year and after 10 years in post, the Head of
Primary Care Appeals left NHS Resolution. A new team structure which included changes to line
reporting was implemented successfully and seamlessly, ensuring that business continuity has been
maintained for this high performing team.

Primary Care Appeals – COVID-19 and KPIs
Primary Care Appeals has established a clear and comprehensive business continuity and
contingency plan for processing and determining appeals and disputes, as well as for delivering its
Performers Lists function, during the period of the COVID-19 pandemic. This has included
identification of:
• Core work to be delivered, with necessary contingency arrangements within the service to ensure
business continuity; and
• Business critical activity with plans and procedures in place for this work to be supported if
necessary through drawing on additional trained resource elsewhere within the organisation.
Decision
As well over 80% of appeals and disputes are consistently dealt with on the papers, the impact of
COVID-19 on Primary Care Appeals’ decision making function has to date been limited but there are
some exceptions. These exceptions are dependent on the status of the appeal/dispute. As a result,
Primary Care Appeals has taken proactive decisions:
• to postpone pharmacy market entry site visits/hearings (of which there was one appeal which was
due to take place on 12 May). This will only take place when current restrictions are lifted; and
• where necessary, to defer GP premises rent disputes where the Advisor (to the Appeals service)
is unable to inspect the GP premises unless alternative arrangements can be made (weekend/out
of hours visits). Currently a third of cases (5/15) are affected. These inspections will only take
place when current restrictions are lifted.
Separately, NHS England’s agent on GP premises rent disputes (the District Valuation Service) has
ceased all inspections which could result in delays earlier in the dispute process affecting the
remainder of cases currently with Primary Care Appeals.
Given the constantly evolving situation, there may be requests from NHS England’s central team
regarding our approach to cases at this time which Primary Care Appeals will consider on a case by
case basis. Such an approach, rather than a blanket decision to place all cases on hold, is in our
opinion fair and proportionate to all parties. As such, Primary Care Appeals are monitoring the
position with regard to national guidance so that it can anticipate and adapt quickly to any changes.
Rationale
In taking these taking decisions, Primary Care Appeals has followed national and organisational
guidance in order to avoid placing persons (including Appeals Panel Members and Advisors) at
undue risk. These postponements and deferments also enable contractors (pharmacists, GPs) to
focus on delivering front line services at this crucial time and where NHS England and NHS
Improvement has emerging priorities requiring it to reallocate staff resource to support primary care.
Engagement with our services users
We have liaised closely with all the parties to the above appeals/disputes where cases are impacted
by these decisions in order to inform them of the position, all of whom have confirmed that they are
content with the position given the current exceptional circumstances. We have reaffirmed our
commitment to ensuing that we will keep the position under regular review and that the affected cases
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are expedited as soon as we are in a position to do so, and that we will maintain communication with
them as matters develop. In addition to which, the NHS Resolution website includes information
confirming the postponement of hearings (with the addition of deferred inspections).
Impact
Based on the aforementioned decisions, performance against KPI4 (the average number of weeks
taken to resolve appeals and disputes which involve an Oral Hearing or require Commercial Market
Rate valuation) will be impacted during 2020-21. Subject to further decisions, other KPIs may be
impacted. We will continue to monitor the position closely.
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Safety and Learning
Safety and Learning Team - Agreed KPIs – 2020/21
Early Notification scheme – KPI’s (shadow form 2020/21)
Response to Members
95% response rate to Members following a request for contact within two working days.
The log records all contacts mainly related to safety and learning events; the maternity incentive
scheme; Early Notification Scheme, CNST Indemnity with clarification requested on scorecard data
and the differences in relation to the GIRFT data.
16 requests for information or support have been received via the Safety and Learning enquiries
generic inbox. These represent general contacts on a range of areas e.g. scorecards, Learning from
claims, and SI reporting –. All email responses completed within the time scale target.
This KPI compliance is 100%
Engagement
1. Participation in eighteen regional engagement events for members which include two
National sharing and learning events.
Engagement events to date:

Learning Events
Kings Partnership London – Learning from Suicide Report
NHS England Risk Management event – Learning from suicide
Royal College of Medicine – Learning from paediatric claims
Attendance at London Responsible Officer training
Conversation on Consent (Bristol)
Inquest Event –Brown Jacobson London
Spotlights on Inquest – Kennedys –Midlands & East.
Mental Health and Court of Protection Seminar
Data Triangulation North Region Trusts
Patient Safety congress
Learning from deaths London– Trust Insights
Annual Medical Inquest Seminar London- Clyde & Co
North (west) RO meeting – Cheshire/ Mersey/ Lancashire
North (west() RO meeting – Greater Manchester/ South Cheshire
Learning from Deaths Event – Brown Jacobson Birmingham
Greater Manchester & East Cheshire Maternity Clinical Network
Annual Inquest event – Hill Dickinson - Manchester
Regional Event – Midlands and East – Saying Sorry
Midlands and East Reference Group – Patient Safety Strategy
NHS Resolution Primary Care Regional Event - Birmingham
NHS Resolution Primary Care Regional Event - Ipswich
NHS Resolution Primary Care Regional Event – South East
NHS Resolution Primary Care Regional Event – London
Association of Ambulance Chief Executives – QGARD (safety and
quality)
South West RO meeting - Taunton

Event number of 18
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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Regional Claims Forum – Clyde and Co London and South East
Inquest and Medical Examiner learning forum DACB series (Bristol,
Leeds, Manchester, London, Winchester
Pro Active and Reactive Learning Forum series Bevan Brittan
(London, Leeds and Midlands)
NHS Resolution Regional Claims Forum - Birmingham
Patient Safety Forum - Birmingham
NHS Resolution Regional Claims Forum - Cambridge
Violence reduction for Emergency Workers - London
Patient Safety Strategy at a local level – London
HC-UK - Medication Errors Conference - Birmingham
NHS Resolution Primary Care Regional Event - Leeds

26
31

NHS Resolution Primary Care Regional Event -Manchester

42

NHS Resolution Primary Care Regional Event - Taunton

43

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

The Safety and Learning Team achieved this KPI.
Compliance is over 100%.
Products
2.

Eight safety and learning products to be made available for members in 2020/21.

Products to date:
Assault leaflet
Case story in development with Capsticks (Learning from Deaths
module)
Case story in development with Bevans (Learning from deaths)
Being Fair Guidance report and leaflet Launched
Early Notification maternity report
Scorecard update
Surgical Burns leaflet
Venous thromboembolism (VTE)
Point of incident Video
Consent Video x 2
Inquest Videos x 3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
14

The percentage compliance of the KPI (achieved. 15 products of 8) **
This KPI is 100%.
3. Positive feedback from trusts visited on recognition of products (at least 60%).
Following each trust site visit, the Safety and Learning Lead gathers feedback on our products to help
us improve future leaflets. Twenty-eight individual trust site visits have taken place. Overall, feedback
has been positive.
NHS Resolution leaflets are distributed at all regional events and feedback is invited, particularly
around new topics. Regional events enable the team to access a wider reach of trusts and display
leaflets. There has been an increase in the number and subjects of leaflets collected by members at
recent events. User acceptance is important in the development of new leaflets and the team
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continue to work closely with members regarding these and other resources. The discussion around
themes and potential solutions have informed the content thus far.
Case stories are an area of discussion at site visits. Trusts are encouraged to share their stories in
the NHS Resolution format focussing on what the trust has learned and changed as a result of the
claim. Requests from panel firms to work collaboratively on more case stories in the New Year are
considered on an ongoing basis. Case stories featuring patients and d/or their families have potential
to be powerful.
This KPI compliance is 95%
Early Notification scheme – clinical KPI’s with a learning focus (shadow form 2019/20)
Clinical KPI 3 - Bi-annual feedback to the Trusts/Local Maternity Systems (LMS) on themes
identified or updates on EN cases
The clinical team provide feedback to Trusts on cases of concern, and are currently mapping out the
process for sharing themes on a broader scale across local maternity systems and local learning
systems in general and also due to the impact of COVID-19.
Clinical KPI 4 - Production and publication of six case stories for Trusts per year and regularly
inviting feedback from Local Maternity Systems
The EN clinical team have produced and published a total of 5 out of 6 case stories for the year
2019/20, developed from themes arising from cases reported into the EN scheme.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Antenatal CTG
Fetal growth monitoring
Impact of delayed cord clamping
Management of the latent phase of labour
Fetal monitoring in the 2nd stage of labour

The following case story – Recognition of the deteriorating newborn (interpreting umbilical cord gas
results) is in draft format, and requires external clinical input from a neonatologist, as this expertise is
not within the EN team; the aim is to have this case story published by end of May 2020.
The EN clinical team therefore produced 5 out of the target of 6 case stories.
The recent NHS Resolution customer survey 2020 tested what impact the resources the EN team
produce had within maternity services. Customers were asked if they have undertaken a range of
actions as a result of contact with the Early Notification Scheme.
Overall 28% said they had done at least one as a result of contact with the EN team. Individuals most
commonly using and applying knowledge from case stories (12%), adopting different ways of working
(11%) and implementing recommendations from NHS Resolution’s Early Notification report (11%),
changed behaviour practice as a direct result of contact/feedback to the maternity service (7%), used
and applied knowledge from NHS Resolution maternity conference (7%).
This was a new question within the customer survey for 2020 to understand the impact of the work of
the of EN team at a clinical level. A robust action plan will be developed to improve scores and the
impact of the work of EN on clinical teams going forwards. In addition the team will consider
innovative ways to reach clinical teams to disseminate products and resources.
Clinical KPI 5 - In 100% of cases where a concern has been identified each case will follow the
defined pathway required by the Significant Concerns Framework measured via a bi-annual
internal audit process
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The team continue to manage Trusts of concern. Head of Early Notification team (clinical) has been
working closely with leads at NHS England and Improvement to map out the process for managing
concerns in maternity at a national level, with the aim of having clearer pathways for arms length
bodies to refer to and or signpost trusts to. Learning from this project work has also strengthened the
direction for the EN concerns process.
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Membership and Stakeholder Engagement
report
Board meeting (Part 1)
[Tuesday 12 May 2020]

Agenda item:

Item 4.1

Title of paper:

Membership and Stakeholder Engagement activity report, March
2020 to April 2020

Responsible Director/Lead:

Director of Membership & Stakeholder Engagement

Summary of paper:
This paper provides an update on recent communications and stakeholder engagement activity

Board action requested:
The Board are asked to note this report.

Potential risks:
Without effective managed relationships through media channels and with external stakeholders, we will fail
to mitigate the following strategic risk:
“fail to develop and maintain effective relationships with key stakeholders, members and customers”

Equality, diversity & inclusion:
We will reflect relevant aspects of Equality, Diversity and Inclusion in our media relations and stakeholder
engagement, in particular reflecting the diverse range of patient and public interests served.

Has the patient and public interest been taken into account?
We will be mindful of the need to serve the interests of different groups of patients and members of the
public in preparing and issuing statements to the news media and while engaging with our external
stakeholders.

Membership and stakeholder engagement activity report, March and April
2020.
This paper updates the Board on recent membership and stakeholder engagement. The purpose of the
paper is to draw together key activity relating to proactive/reactive media management, issues
management, digital communications, stakeholder engagement and events across NHS Resolution.

The paper is organised as follows:

Section A: Corporate communications / media relations
Section B: Stakeholder engagement
Section C: Events
Section D: Digital communications
Section E: Safety and Learning engagement report
The Board are asked to note the contents of this report.

Membership and Stakeholder Engagement
report: Board meeting (Part 1)
[Tuesday 12 May 2020]
Overview
Since the last Board meeting we have issued our latest edition of Resolution
Matters, including details of our response to Covid-19. We have received the
customer survey results report, including feedback from the in-depth interviews
conducted with a select group of key stakeholders. There were 15 individual
trust visits made by the Safety and Learning or Early Notification teams. Many
of the planned speaking engagements were cancelled but we did participate in
a few such as the Independent Healthcare Provider Network Registered
Managers Conference. Planned partner engagement has been affected by the
pandemic, although there has been notable progress in how we work with the
Care Quality Commission, and some further insight has been shared with
RCGP and MPS which will inform our future work to develop CNSGP.

A: Corporate communications/media relations
Publications and corporate announcements
We published the latest edition of Resolution Matters on Thursday 16 April
2020. The topics included (some mentioned in more detail later in this report):
1. Responding to Covid-19
2. Pausing reporting requirements to Maternity incentive scheme and Early
Notification scheme
3. MHPS: guidance during the Covid-19 outbreak
4. Expanding NHS general practice indemnity cover
5. A year of the Clinical Negligence Scheme for General Practice
6. Case of note: ABC v. St. George's University Hospital NHS FT, SW
London & St. George's Mental Health NHST and Another (High Court,
28 February 2020 – Yip J.)
7. Business Planning 2020-21
Maternity incentive scheme – interim evaluation
In April, we published an interim evaluation of the
maternity incentive scheme, incorporating feedback from
trust maternity services and identifying key areas of
learning from year two of the scheme.

Revised results of the maternity incentive scheme: year one and year two
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Following the verification process built into the maternity incentive scheme, we
published a log of trust maternity services that had been rechecked against
specific safety actions and, where appropriate, had their result readjusted.
General Practice Indemnity
We’ve increased our communications activity following the appointment of two
additional members of staff. Over the past two months we’ve analysed activity
to date, mapped our stakeholders and key channels, and developed a new
strategy for the coming year focused on promoting quarterly themes.
Our general practice indemnity web pages have been restructured following the
launch of the Existing Liabilities Scheme for General Practice (ELSGP) earlier
this month. New messaging was tested with our general practice sounding
board and navigation between both general practice schemes is now seamless.
In addition, aligned to our strategy, we’ve started to develop a suite of digital
materials to help promote our offering to general practice. This includes two
podcasts that support our ‘first year of CNSGP’ campaign, a number of
educational videos and an animation for ELSGP.

Direct marketing
New activity
NHS Resolution's claims regional forum (South West) - 1wk reminder
(Saturday 4 March 2020) Final reminder to register for the claims event
https://nhslitigationauthority.createsend.com/campaigns/reports/viewCampaign.
aspx?d=i&c=E5F372F45C4BC7EC&ID=4A3C806F78D990DE2540EF23F30FE
DED&temp=False&tx=0&source=Report
Maternity incentive scheme - letter to recertified trusts (two mailings) –
(Monday 9 March 2020) Publication of data relating to trust recertification for
year two of the maternity incentive scheme
https://nhslitigationauthority.createsend.com/campaigns/reports/viewCampaign.
aspx?d=i&c=E5F372F45C4BC7EC&ID=F0BDE956473548FF2540EF23F30FE
DED&temp=False&tx=0&source=Report
Global Medical Indemnity Forum - cancellation message (Wednesday 11
March 2020) Cancellation email to registered attendees
https://nhslitigationauthority.createsend.com/campaigns/reports/viewCampaign.
aspx?d=i&c=E5F372F45C4BC7EC&ID=FE35CEF1CAEB39152540EF23F30FE
DED&temp=False&tx=0&source=Report
NHS Resolution's maternity incentive scheme – additional distribution of
funds (Friday 20 March 2020) further distribution of funds in proportion to
contributions to the maternity incentive scheme
https://nhslitigationauthority.createsend.com/campaigns/reports/viewCampaign.
aspx?d=i&c=E5F372F45C4BC7EC&ID=30C1A2356F8C525D2540EF23F30FE
DED&temp=False&tx=0&source=Report
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COVID-19 and business continuity message to members (Friday 20 March
2020) Coronavirus and business continuity plans
https://nhslitigationauthority.createsend.com/campaigns/reports/viewCampaign.
aspx?d=i&c=E5F372F45C4BC7EC&ID=74E397432BC08E942540EF23F30FE
DED&temp=False&tx=0&source=Report
Maternity incentive scheme - pause in reporting due to COVID-19 (Monday
23 March 2020) MIS reporting is on pause due to Coronavirus
https://nhslitigationauthority.createsend.com/campaigns/reports/viewCampaign.
aspx?d=i&c=E5F372F45C4BC7EC&ID=48F1B100D64CCFE22540EF23F30FE
DED&temp=False&tx=0&source=Report
Medical and dental workforce issues – bulletin published by NHS
Employers
An FAQ on NHS Employers’ Covid doctors and dentists web page included a
link to our own Covid19 indemnity advice page
https://www.nhsemployers.org/covid19/staff-terms-and-conditions/staff-termsand-conditions-faqs/medical-and-dental-workforce-issues

Media relations: February 2020 to April 2020
Media enquiries per month
February:
March:
April:

10
2
1

(until 14 April 2020)

Media highlights
Media activity has been relatively quiet during this period, due to the
development of the COVID-19 pandemic and the diversion of media interest to
this topic. Some key conversations with journalists over the period have
included:
Pharmacy2U inclusion in pharmaceutical list: At the beginning of February,
a number of journalists from the pharmaceutical trade press expressed interest
in the Pharmacy Appeals Committee’s refusal to include Pharmacy2U in NHS
Resolution’s pharmaceutical list for its site in Leicestershire. This included
Pharmacy Magazine and The Pharmaceutical Journal.
Spire Healthcare and Ian Paterson enquiry: The Times and The Insurance
Post expressed interest in the above case, following publication of the enquiry
into the consultant in February. Enquiries focused on the responsibility of NHS
Resolution to pay compensation for clinical negligence claims for treatment that
took place in a private healthcare setting but under NHS referral.
Publication of revised maternity incentive scheme Y2 results: Further
interest received from the BBC on the publication of the revised Y2 results for
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the maternity incentive scheme. A briefing was agreed and provided to the
journalist.
COVID-19 related enquiries: Media interest from the BBC regarding indemnity
cover for GPs returning to practice in light of the COVID-19 pandemic, and the
HSJ regarding steps being taken to plan for any increase in clinical negligence
claims as part of the COVID-19 response. Briefings were provided to both
journalists in partnership with the DHSC.
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B: Stakeholder engagement
Partner Engagement
Planned partner engagement has been affected by the pandemic, with two
notable meetings postponed, and one speaking engagement rescheduled to
2021. All other meetings have been conducted virtually with the usual support
being provided. A summary of those meetings together with some highlights in
terms of outcomes, are provided in appendix 1. There has been notable
progress in how we work in partnership with the Care Quality Commission, and
some further insight has been shared with RCGP and MPS which will inform our
future work to develop CNSGP.
Looking ahead, a Deputy Director of MSE will soon be appointed and a new
Chair selected. We will revisit the Chair and CEOs contact programmes
respectively.
Customer Survey
Our online customer survey was live between 10 January and 14 February
2020. Personal invites to participate were sent to a variety of claims and legal
contacts, senior leadership teams, medical directors and HR leads,
commissioning and risk/patient safety roles at healthcare organisations we have
worked with over the past year, as well as other arm’s length bodies. The profile
of responses followed similar patterns to those seen in the previous four
surveys. The overall satisfaction rate rose to 72% from 69% last year.
In addition, we invited 15 senior representatives from a selected group of
strategic stakeholder organisations to participate in an in-depth interview to
explore perceptions of us an effective partner in the health system, and to
identify suggestions for how we could contribute a bigger part. Due to the
Covid-19 situation 11 out of 15 interviews were conducted on time.
Stakeholders reported a positive experience of NHS Resolution with all
supportive of its strategic commitment of, where appropriate, moving upstream
or doing more, sooner, in the chain of events that lead to a claim, concern or
dispute. There’s a high degree of confidence in, and respect for NHS
Resolution’s leadership team and its commitment to driving change, particularly
in the maternity space.
Participation at national conferences and events
North West and South Cumbria LMC Conference, 7 February 2020
Naomi Assame from S&L was offered a last minute exhibition stand by the LMC
to meet with their primary care audience.
The Clinical Negligence Debate 2020, 20 February 2020
The medico-legal audience saw Denise Chaffer as a panel member in a
discussion covering the treatment of claimants and medical professionals in the
event of negligence. With Julienne Vernon presenting a session on NHS
Resolution's approach to dispute resolution.
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HSJ Workforce Forum, 25 February 2020
Denise Chaffer joined a panel discussion around supporting a just and learning
culture.
Professional healthcare regulation in the UK, 25 February 2020
Michele Golden represented NHS Resolution at this Westminster Health event
as part of a panel discussing indemnity costs and promoting a learning culture.
Improving Complaints Handling in the NHS for Patients and Employees,
27 February 2020
Ian Dilks chaired this event on how changing the culture, approach and ideology
of NHS complaints can help to cultivate improvement across services.
Independent Healthcare Provider Network Registered Managers, 27
February 2020
Vicky Voller and Sally Pearson spoke at this event about raising and responding
to performance concerns.
Managing and supporting clinicians in difficulty, 28 February 2020
Anne Rothery shared information on how NHS Resolution, particularly
Practitioner Performance Advice, contributes to patient safety by helping to
resolve concerns about the professional practice of doctors, dentists and
pharmacists.
Medication Errors Conference, 28 February
Lorraine Cardill spoke about identifying and reducing high-risk prescribing
errors in hospital at this event.
CMO Summit, 4 March 2020
The EN team sent representatives to manage the NHS Resolution exhibition
stand.
Better Births, four years on, 5 March 2020
The EN team sent representatives to manage the NHS Resolution exhibition
stand.
Independent Healthcare Provider Network Registered Managers, 5 March
2020
Vicky Voller and Sally Pearson spoke at this event about raising and responding
to performance concerns.
London LMC conference, 10 March
An MSE team representative attended the event and joined the team at
Weightmans on their exhibition stand.
HEE West Midlands Clinical tutors event, 13 March – CANCELLED DUE TO
COVID19
Alex Haig was due to speak to this group of clinical tutors around handling
performance issues but the event was cancelled.
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Priorities for general practice in England, 24 March 2020 – POSTPONED
DUE TO COVID19
Helen Vernon will speak at this Westminster Forum conference covering the
new state-backed indemnity scheme for GPs on a soon to be confirmed date.
Effective consent practice, 28 March 2020 – POSTPONED TO 18 SEPT
Our insight on effective consent practice will be shared by Tim Shurlock on the
new date above.
Capita lMidwife conference, 28 March 2020 – CANCELLED DUE TO
COVID19
The EN team was due to have an exhibition stand at this event.
Healthcare seminars - General practice indemnity update and other NHS
Resolution developments – 29 April 2020
Jon Cawley will be joining this event, rescheduled as a webinar.
Supporting LGBT staff in the workplace, Dods Inclusion Series
Ian Adams to address this conference – postponed from 23 April to 17
September 2020
Bristol Patient safety conference, 30 September
Exhibition stand to be staffed by Tim Shurlock. This event was rescheduled
from May
Future planned speaking engagements
No upcoming externally organised events are taking place or being planned for
the next few months due to the uncertainty around COVID19. We are reviewing
our current capacity for delivering more content via digital channels. MSE are
liaising with event organisers to stay abreast of their plans to reconvene or
reschedule cancelled events. This will allow us to optimise on new opportunities
to share our information and learning.

C: NHS Resolution events
Claims regional engagement events (x 7) January to March 2020
The final regional event was delivered on 11 March in Bristol. These events
have been well-received by members. Evaluation of the series will follow.
Panel conference – CANCELLED DUE TO COVID 19
The winter panel conference was due to take place on 24 March 2020 at Hill
Dickinson in London.
Turning the curve of liability: global medical indemnity conference, 23-25
June 2020, London
With agreement from our co-hosts and DHSC, our global event was postponed
when the extent of the global pandemic started to emerge in early March.
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Training and education
Practitioner Performance Advice training
By the end of March 2020 the Membership and Stakeholder Engagement team
managed the marketing and logistics for 48 training events in England, Northern
Ireland, Wales, Isle of Man and Jersey throughout 2019/20.
In addition Practitioner Performance Advice has been promoted through:
• speaker slots at 26 events organised by other organisations
• 19 Responsible Officer network meetings, which are attended by a
Safety and Learning representative wherever possible
• Seven primary care regional events and three national conferences
• Social media
Three in-house courses planned for delivery in March and April were cancelled
due to Covid-19. MSE are working with customers to reschedule these courses
and those booked from May to the summer. We expect to resume delivery of
training workshops from September 2020, but will remain flexible to the
changing Covid-19 circumstance and needs of the NHS.

D: Digital communications
Between February and April, in addition to the material already presented in this
report, we published the following on our website:
The website has seen an addition of two new sections to the clinical schemes
area of the website with the launch of the Existing Liabilities Scheme for
General Practice (ELSGP) and the Clinical Negligence Scheme for Coronavirus
(CNSC). Alongside this in response to COVID-19, we have created a floating
alert banner to navigate users directly to information regarding business
continuity and any changes to our services. You can see these pages below:
ELSGP section
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CNSC section

COVID-19 and business continuity floating banner and service updates
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In addition to these new sections on the website we have also published the
following resources:
Guides
Inquests: a guide for health providers
Case stories
Intermittent auscultation (IA) of the fetal heart rate in the second stage of labour
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Overall user statistics for www.resolution.nhs.uk

Users
Sessions
Page views
Page per
session
Avg.
session
duration
% New
sessions
Bounce rate

FebApr19
38,842
55,036
134,411
2.44

AprJun19
27,070
38,881
108,727
2.80

JunAug19
27,103
39,403
108,331
2.75

AugOct19
27,877
40,168
105,348
2.62

OctDec19
31,011
43,399
107,133
2.47

DecFeb20
33,778
47,209
119,220
2.53

FebApr20
36,480
50,597
117,390
2.32

1.58
mins

2:18
mins

2:15
mins

2:07
mins

1:55
mins

2:03
mins

1:54
mins

79.6%

76.3%

75.7%

77.6%

78.6%

79.2%

80.4%

61.75%

54.33%

55.28%

56.99%

59.54%

58.87%

63.23%

During this reporting period we have also undertaken an accessibility review of
the website which involved live testing with a group of users who have a range
of impairments – visual, physical and cognitive. The results were positive and
the key recommendation was to ensure we had either captions or transcripts for
our videos on the website. Alongside live testing, we also had a technical
accessibility review completed which highlighted minor technical changes we
can make to the website to meet the Public Sector Bodies (Websites and
Mobile Applications) (No. 2) Accessibility Regulations 2018 to the best of our
ability. These technical changes will be made throughout the next couple of
months at no cost by our developers. We will also be publishing the results of
the review and the roadmap of changes we will be carrying out on the
accessibility statement on our website.
Further developments planned for the website:
• The advice and appeals sections to be refreshed
• The maternity incentive scheme section
• The Faculty of Learning
• Transparency section
Performance by page on website
Content

Page
views

Unique
page views

Entrances

Bounce
rate

12,198

Avg. time
on page
(secs)
0:55

Home page

15,715

10,821

35.69%

COVID-19 and
business continuity
Advice for claimants
Claims (main page)
CNSGP
Contact
Maternity Incentive
Scheme

6,554

5,686

3:20

4,903

87.26%

4,112
3,795
3,668
3,304
3,139

3,639
2,538
2,758
2,815
2,444

4:31
0:54
1:39
2:28
1:46

3,317
538
2,159
1,210
2,039

86.52%
47.58%
55.16%
77.60%
55.27%
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CNSC launch news
item
Resources
Practitioner
Performance Advice
(main page)

2,677

2,330

2:36

2,117

84.13%

2,344
2,162

1,807
1,705

0:51
1:03

203
886

37.93%
40.63%

Twitter statistics

Tweets
Profile visits
New followers
Tweet
impressions
Mentions

Oct19

Nov19 Dec19

Jan20

Feb20 Mar20

Apr20

32
1,131
80
58.4k

38
813
81
51.1k

36
1,376
88
68.4k

18
1,426
78
51.9k

16
1,485
72
38.6k

10
1,069
53
28.4k

1
474
32
6,288

110

234

557

409

324

135

57

Despite the launch of our new schemes, we have been tweeting less during this
period whilst Twitter is dominated by the COVID-19 pandemic. During this time
we do not want to detract away from the hard work taking place on the frontline.
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Safety and Learning Report
Board meeting (Part 1)
[May 2020]
Summary Highlights

Since the last Board meeting the Safety and Learning team have made many adjustments to their normal duties due to the
constraints of Covid-19.
1. National and regional engagements: 19 and 22
We have met the key performance indicators for national and regional engagement. Given the current circumstances we have
paused all external engagement and events.
2. Update on activity:
• The Clinical Fellow for Lower Limb Complications in Diabetes will start with us on 18 May 2020.
• The Safety and Learning Lead – Practice Nurse has postponed starting with us until the beginning of May as she is
involved in the Covid response in her local area. We are keeping in close contact with her in case this changes.
• The Associate Safety and Learning Lead South has been recalled to their employing trust. Their secondment has been
paused with a view to resuming it once they are free to return.
• Each of the S&L team are professionally registered as clinicians. They have all contacted their local trusts, hospices and
CCGs to offer clinical or back room support.
• Two of the team are supporting the Early Notification Scheme team by providing two days per week each to review the
maternity reports.
• The team are continuing to analyse and interpret claims data with an emphasis on claims related to nursing. The aim is to
provide a series of reports for publication later in the year.
• Emergency medicine department report - thematic review is complete and currently in editing process. Further
engagement with wider stakeholders, particularly clinical staff, on input to the report has paused due to current Covid-19
pressures
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3. Early Notification Scheme:
There has been significant engagement with maternity partners by the Early Notification team including network or work stream
events to provide further information on the Early Notification and Maternity Incentive Schemes. Regional Safety and Learning
meetings have been utilised to deliver key messages and support collaborative working with Arm’s Length Bodies (ALBs) and
other external stakeholders.
4. Individual trust visits:
Having completed all trust visits prior to the ‘lock down’, further visits have been paused or cancelled. There are plans for Skype
calls with two trusts are in place, however the pressure on frontline services to deliver care may prevent these taking place.
Breakdown:
• London: 2
• South: 4
• Midlands and East: 3
• North: 4
• Early Notification: 2
5. Infographic:
The table below provides a summary of direct engagements made by Safety and Learning team with member trusts and others.
Some of the visits included colleagues from claims, Early Notification, Practitioner Performance Advice teams or finance to support
the content as requested. This data does not include telephone and email communications- response to queries and awareness of
products as this is covered in the KPI summary. Details of each engagement are contained in the written Board report
**Data below reflects engagements since the previous Board report (-)
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*No direct engagement in April due to Covid-19

Engagements

March

April
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London

2

0

South

4

0

Midlands and East

3

0

North

3

1

Early Notification team

2

0

Independent health care provider

0

0

ALB

9

0

113

0

Non-Governmental

1

0

Panel

6

0

Royal Colleges

1

0

Others

7

0

Conference and regional events (i.e. different member and non-member
organisations in attendance)

Figure 1: Safety and Learning individual trust engagement March/April.
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Member trust visits e.g. site visit, Depicted by trust number per region
request to present to trust staff
Independent heath care providers

Independent members
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Conferences and regional events (NHS National events numbers where NHS Resolution has a stand or clusters of
Resolution led and ones where NHS engagement with membership. It may be difficult to capture trust numbers within this
Resolution in attendance).
format but reports on these engagements can be found separately. Therefore trust
contacts may not be wholly accurate in this report. Attendance at these events will be
captured in future and added to these figures.
Regional events led by NHS Resolution will include trusts engaged with at the event
without specifying geographical reach which is usually wide.
Other contacts made here will be included their respective groups in this table e.g.
RCN congress, Bristol safety conference, Elderly care conference
Arm’s length bodies and DOH

e.g. Care Quality Commission, NHS Improvement, NHS England and NHS Blood and
Transplant

Non-governmental and third sector

Charities ,associations and organizations
e.g. Health Watch, AVMA, Sign up to Safety, Listening place

Panel other events

Depicted by number of trusts in attendance per region. Other contacts made here will
be included in their respective groups.

Royal Colleges e.g. collaborative work e.g. Royal College Midwives, Royal College Nursing, Royal College of Anaesthetists,
on
guidance
representing
NHS Royal College of Physicians, Royal College of Radiologists, Royal College of
Resolution at meetings
Obstetrics and Gynaecology
Others

e.g. CCGs, patients, families individual experts, networks and communities future
finance group, Safer Needles Network
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Appendix 1: Engagement dashboard, March – April 2020
Jan – Feb 2020
Level 1 (Key Influencers)

Summary of engagement
•
•

•
•
•

Meeting with Dr June Raine, Interim CEO of
Medicines and Healthcare Regulatory
Authority
Meeting with some of the top team at the
Care Quality Commission, including their
CEO, Chief Inspector of Hospitals, Chief
Inspector of Primary Medical Services, and
Integrated Care.
Meeting with mediation consultant.
Meeting with Director of Claims Delivery at
MPS.
Meeting with Vice President of External
Affairs at RCGP

Key meetings/engagements postponed:
• Two planned partner meetings were
postponed due to covid-19. These included a
PHSO quad meeting, and a meeting with
Gillian Leng, the newly appointed CEO of
NICE.
• One speaking engagement – a Westminster
health forum focusing on priorities for general
practice in England – has also been
postponed.

Summary of impact
At the start of the pandemic, some meetings and events were
postponed at the last minute. However the majority of
meetings have gone ahead virtually, leading to the following
outcomes:
•
•

•
•

MHRA have an improved understanding of what we
do and our role within the system.
Strengthened partnership working with the CQC on
key areas such as maternity (CQC will now share
maternity inspection data on a more routine basis to
inform the development of MIS actions), and sharing
of anonymous data. CQC have also committed to
using our scorecard data as a source of information
prior to inspections. We agreed to join CQC’s
emerging concerns protocol group.
An exchange of reflections on workplace mediation.
An opportunity to listen to the RCGP’s views on the
impact of covid-19 on GP indemnity.
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Level 2 (Networks / Advisory
Groups)

•
•

Level 3 (Scheme Members /
Beneficiaries)

•
•

Meeting with a group of claimant lawyers to
further develop a shared agenda for enabling
improvements in patient safety.
Regular dialogue with DHSC and some ALBs
on covid-19 developments.

•

Discussed with claimant lawyers how we can collect
and share case studies for learning purposes,
including sharing examples as they relate to candour.

Claims regional events – completing the
cycle of seven regional member engagement
events
While face-to-face contact at a trust-level is
currently suspended, due to the response to
the Coronavirus pandemic, members have
received an increased volume of supportive
information from us in response to the crisis,
e.g. concerning Covid-related indemnity
arrangements and changes to maternity
scheme reporting arrangements.
Furthermore, advice has been issued to
trusts in partnership with NHS Employers on
managing concerns and there have been
some direct offers of assistance, e.g.
seconding a member of staff to the largest
trust member to help out as head of legal.

•

Introducing ‘claims charter’ to trust-based claims
leads and presenting relevant support available to
trusts from other areas, including Advice and Finance
– widening knowledge of what we offer to CNST
members
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Board meeting – Part 1
12 May 2020

Agenda item:

Item 5.1

Title of paper:

Case Reports

Responsible Director/Lead:

John Mead

Summary of paper:
Details of four recent decisions of the higher courts, two being NHS Resolution cases, which have
important implications for the NHS and the management of other claims.

Board action requested:
For noting and, where appropriate, discussion.

Potential risks/Risk Appetite:
NHS Resolution is prepared to take some risk in defending claims to trial where this is important from the
NHS perspective.

Equality, diversity & inclusion:
Not directly relevant.

Has the patient and public interest been taken into account?
It is in the interests of patients, and that of the public generally, that ambiguities in the law are clarified and
that unmeritorious claims for costs against the NHS are defended.

Board Report - Part 1

XX v. Whittington Hospital NHS Trust (Supreme Court, 1 April 2020)
Brief Facts
XX was a woman in her late 20s at the time of the negligence which led to her claim. The trust
failed to identify invasive carcinoma in the years leading to 2012. Had they detected preliminary
signs in 2008, there would have been a 95% chance of complete cure and XX would not have
developed cancer at all. Liability was admitted at an early stage, and this litigation concerned one
specific element of quantum, namely a claim for recovery of commercial surrogacy costs based
on arrangements in California. All other elements of the claim were settled.
Before undergoing chemotherapy and radiotherapy, the claimant had eight of her eggs collected
and frozen. Treatment thereafter rendered her infertile and unable to bear her own children. Both
XX and her partner came from large families and maintained that they wanted to have four children,
two using XX’s eggs and two with donor eggs. They wished to enter into surrogacy arrangements
in California because commercial surrogacy is illegal in England, although non-commercial
arrangements are permitted here. The main reason for their choice was that in California the
surrogate is not the legal mother of the child, whereas in England she is and that can lead to legal
complications if she wishes to retain the child.
The trust argued that it was contrary to public policy to allow recovery of commercial surrogacy
fees because such arrangements are not permitted here, even though it is not illegal for someone
in England to enter into an arrangement in another country where it is lawful. The previous leading
decision on recovery of such charges was Briody v. St. Helen’s and Knowsley Area Health
Authority (2001), where Lady Hale gave the main judgment whilst in the Court of Appeal. She
declined to award commercial surrogacy costs in California, stating that “it would be quite
unreasonable to expect a defendant to fund” such charges. It should be noted, however, that the
chances of a successful surrogacy outcome for Ms. Briody were very low, whereas for XX they
were much higher.
In the present case, the first instance judge (Sir Robert Nelson) held in 2017 that he was bound
by Briody and awarded relatively low non-commercial surrogacy costs in England. That ruling was
overturned by the Court of Appeal in 2018, chiefly on the basis that public attitudes to surrogacy
had moved on considerably since 2001.
Decision
Lady Hale gave the lead majority judgment. She agreed fully with the Court of Appeal about
changed public attitudes and pointed out that surrogacy arrangements are now much more
frequently entered into than in 2001. Family law in 2020 recognised a much wider set of
relationships as constituting “family life”. Government policy had moved strongly towards
supporting surrogacy arrangements. Given these considerations, amongst others, she held that
it was no longer contrary to public policy for the costs of Californian commercial surrogacy to be
recovered as damages. She stressed that XX was not committing any offence in England by
embarking on such contractual arrangements in California. Consequently, recovery would be
permitted.
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The majority did, however, stress that (1) the proposed programme of treatments must be
reasonable; (2) it must be reasonable for the claimant to seek foreign arrangements, and that such
arrangements are unlikely to satisfy this criterion unless the legal rules in the relevant country
safeguard the interests of each of the surrogate, child and commissioning parents; (3) the costs
must be reasonable.
The two dissenting Justices stressed that the law needed to be consistent and coherent, but that
principle was not maintained if courts awarded damages for something which is illegal in this
country.
Comment
This was an exceptionally sad case where a young woman lost the ability to bear her own children,
and developed cancer, as a result of the trust’s negligence. She also suffered serious
psychological harm. However, we considered that it was necessary for the Supreme Court to
produce a ruling on this issue, given that there had been two conflicting decisions from the Court
of Appeal. The law has now been clarified, and the considerations behind this judgment can be
applied to other cases.
Various Claimants v. Barclays Bank (Supreme Court, 1 April 2020)
The late Dr. Gordon Bates was a medical practitioner in Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Between 1968
and 1984 he undertook some private work for the bank by examining prospective employees to
determine if they were medically fit to work for the company and join its pension scheme. He was
not employed by the bank and was not paid a retainer. It was alleged that he sexually assaulted
126 individuals during the course of these examinations, which were carried out at his consulting
room in his house. He died in 2009, and in 2016 a group litigation order was made against the
bank, the claimants asserting that Barclays were vicariously liable for the alleged assaults. The
claimants were successful both in the High Court and Court of Appeal. The bank sought to
overturn those rulings.
The Supreme Court reviewed a number of important rulings on the subject of vicarious liability
over the last twenty years, and concluded that contrary to the perception of some judges, there
remained an important distinction between cases where there was an employment relationship, or
one akin to employment, between perpetrator and defendant on the one hand; and those where
an independent contractor was involved, on the other. In the present case, Dr. Bates was not an
employee of Barclays and his relationship with the bank was not close to that of an employee.
Although he was paid a fee for each report he was free to refuse an offered examination if he
wished. He was in business on his own account, with a portfolio of patients and clients.
Accordingly, the bank was not vicariously liable for any wrongdoing on the part of Dr. Bates in the
course of medical examinations he carried out on behalf of Barclays.
Comment
This is an important ruling which helpfully clarifies the law on vicarious liability. The Supreme Court
made it clear that lower courts had gone too far in extending a principal’s liability in such
circumstances. Normally where the perpetrator is carrying out business on his own account, the
principal will not be liable for his actions.
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Various Claimants v. WM Morrison Supermarkets (Supreme Court, 1 April 2020)
Brief Facts
Mr. Andrew Skelton was a senior internal auditor employed by the supermarket company. In July
2013 he was subject to disciplinary proceedings and was given a verbal warning. As a result he
developed a grudge against Morrison’s. In November 2013 the company’s external auditors
(KPMG) requested payroll details of 126,000 staff in preparation for an audit. This task was
delegated to Mr. Skelton who had undertaken it previously. He duly obtained the data and passed
details to KPMG, but surreptitiously copied the data to a personal USB stick. In January 2014 he
uploaded the data of 98,998 employees to a file-sharing website, having taken steps to conceal
his identity. On 13 March he sent details to three national newspapers, all of which declined to
publish the information. One paper alerted Morrison’s and within a few hours the company took
steps to remove data from the Internet and informed the police. Skelton was arrested a few days
later and ultimately sentenced to eight years’ imprisonment for his crimes.
Over 9,000 employees brought proceedings against the supermarket company for breach of the
Data Protection Act, misuse of private information and breach of confidence. They asserted that
the organisation was vicariously liable for Skelton’s conduct. Both the High Court and Court of
Appeal held that vicarious liability had been made out. Morrison’s therefore appealed to the
Supreme Court.
Decision
The court considered that some judges had taken out of context a passage in Lord Toulson’s
judgment in the famous case of Mohamud v. WM Morrison (Supreme Court 2016), in which the
company had been held vicariously liable when one of its employees, an attendant at a petrol
station, racially abused a customer and seriously physically assaulted him. Lord Reed, giving the
present judgment, stated that Lord Toulson had not intended to effect a major change in the law
of vicarious liability.
Lord Reed reviewed relevant case-law and highlighted a general principle, which is that the
wrongful conduct must be so closely associated with the acts the employee was authorised to do
that, for the purposes of the liability of the employer towards third parties, it might fairly and properly
be regarded as done by the employee while acting in the ordinary course of employment. The
attendant in Mohamud was employed to deal with customers, and whilst what he did was
reprehensible, nevertheless it arose out of and in the course of his normal job.
Turning to the present case, the Court of Appeal had “misunderstood the principles governing
vicarious liability in a number of relevant respects”. Disclosure of data to the internet did not form
part of Mr. Skelton’s functions. The reason why he acted as he did was important – this was for
purely personal reasons. Whilst his employment had undoubtedly given him the opportunity to
commit the wrongful act, that was insufficient to warrant the imposition of vicarious liability.
Skelton’s conduct was not so connected to the acts he was authorised to do that it could fairly and
properly be regarded as having been done by him while acting in the ordinary course of his
employment. Consequently, Morrison’s were not vicariously liable for his actions and the previous
rulings in the case were reversed.
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Comment
This is another helpful clarification of the law on vicarious liability, and can be applied to NHS
cases. The key issue to decide is whether what an employee did was so connected with acts
he/she was authorised to undertake that those acts could properly be regarded as part of the
individual’s normal job, albeit performed in an inappropriate or even illegal manner (as in
Mohamud). These two rulings, taken together, should have the effect of establishing firmly for
some years to come the law on this important subject.

XDE v. North Middlesex University Hospital NHS Trust (Court of Appeal, 25 April 2020)
Following settlement of a clinical negligence claim involving alleged failure to detect meningitis,
which resulted in significant brain damage to the claimant, a dispute arose regarding costs claimed
by XDE’s solicitors. The firm in question was initially instructed as long ago as 2006, and in 2007
they successfully applied for Legal Aid funding. The initial limit was £55,480, but during 2011 the
partner involved instructed two additional experts, whose fees meant that the total budget was
exceeded. When eventually the firm notified the Legal Services Commission (who administered
Legal Aid), they were refused the additional funding and asked to submit a full report. Rather than
do this they applied for the Legal Aid certificate to be discharged and then entered into a conditional
fee or, no win-no fee, agreement (CFA) with their client, an arrangement which, at the time, entitled
them to seek a success fee from the defendant of up to 100% of their normal profit costs.
When the claim was concluded, the success fee sought from the NHS was £1,078,973 out of a
total bill of £2.4M. NHS Resolution, through our costs lawyers, disputed this element of the bill in
its entirety, on the basis that the switch from Legal Aid to CFA was unreasonable.
The Court of Appeal agreed, noting that a lower court had found the true reason for the switch was
the firm’s unreasonable failure to limit their spending within the parameters laid down by the LSC.
Moreover, the decision to switch to a CFA was initially made without seeking permission from
XDE’s litigation friend. There was no evidence that, had the litigation friend been advised about
the switch in advance, he would have agreed with it – Legal Aid had been running for five years
without any apparent problem. The solicitors did not explain to the litigation friend the alleged
superiority of a CFA. At the time of the switch the defendant had admitted breach of duty. The
court considered that this point might have seemed suitable to the firm to change the basis of
funding because the CFA would have given them a success fee. “It is not therefore unfair to say”,
stated Lord Justice Coulson, that switching “potentially allowed them to have their cake and eat it
too”.
Consequently, the court held that the new funding arrangement was not manifestly superior to the
former one from the claimant’s perspective and therefore recovery of the uplift was disallowed in
full.
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Comment
The amount sought by way of success fee was quite extraordinary. Switching was not clearly in
the best interests of the claimant, and therefore the amount involved was irrecoverable from the
NHS. This saved the NHS almost £1.1M. Fortunately the Jackson reforms have resulted in such
uplifts no longer being potentially obtained from defendants, but we are still dealing with costs
cases where the funding arrangement was entered into under the old recovery regime. This case
demonstrates how necessary those reforms were.
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Board Meeting
Agenda Item:

Item 7.1

Title of Paper:

Reserving and Pricing Committee (RPC) Annual Report

Responsible Director/Lead:

Helen Vernon, CEO and Chair of the RPC

Summary of Paper:
This paper presents the RPC annual report as part of the annual review of internal governance. The annual
report covers the period May 2019 to April 2020. The annual report has been reviewed by RPC and
comments incorporated.

Board Action requested:
(Insert clear action i.e. whether Board are asked to agree, note, discuss)
Board is asked to note the report.
Potential Risks
(Detail of risks/alignment with Strategic Risk Register)
The provision arising from the indemnity schemes and projected cashflows are a significant portion of the
wider NHS Accounts.
Equality, Diversity & Inclusion
(Evidence how this is addressed in the paper)
Not applicable
Has the Patient and Public Interest been taken into account?
(Scope and how feedback was incorporated/actioned)
Our approach to the management of the reserving process and setting cashflows should ensure that the
accounts of the NHS Resolution reflect the true cost to the NHS.

Board Meeting

NHS Resolution – Reserving and Pricing
Committee Annual Report
May 2019 - April 2020
1. Introduction
The purpose of this report is to provide assurance to the NHS Resolution Board that
the Reserving and Pricing Committee (RPC) has carried out its obligations in
accordance with its Terms of Reference.
The last report covered the period April 2018 to April 2019, this report covers the
period May 2019 to April 2020.
Role of the Reserving and Pricing Committee
The purpose of the RPC is to:
•

Provide assurance to the NHS Resolution Board that the reserving
methodologies and practice (including modelling methodologies),
assumptions and outputs are appropriate.

•

Review and agree the key assumptions with regard to cashflow projections for
setting the total collect from members, and that key risks affecting the
cashflows are monitored.

•

Report to the Audit and Risk Committee on the key judgements in valuing the
liabilities of the indemnity schemes for financial reporting purposes and to
escalate to the Board any areas of significance.

This report provides confirmation that the terms of reference have been fulfilled.
2. Meetings of the Committee
The Committee met on 10 occasions between May 2019 and April 2020, nine
meetings were full committee meetings and one was held in August 2019 to discuss
the CNST and LTPS global collects only.
The Committee members and the people that attended the ten meetings during the
period May 2019 and April 2020 are listed below.
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Position

Name

Organisation

Chair
Members

Helen Vernon
Ian Dilks
Joanne Evans
Steven Cain

Chair
NHS Resolution
NHS Resolution
NHS Resolution

Simon Hammond
Aidan Smith
James Keough

NHS Resolution
GAD
GAD

Martin Clarke
Jonathan Day
Colin Wilson
Kamalpreet Bedi
Sara Pollock
Steven Chahla
Alex Malpass
Charlotte Moar
Sangita Bodalia

GAD
GAD
GAD
NHS Resolution
NHS Resolution
NHS Resolution
NHS Resolution
NHS Resolution
NHS Resolution

In Attendance

Scheduled meetings/
attended
10/10
8/10
8/10
9/10

8/10

Due to the involvement of Martin Clarke in the work on the personal injury discount
rate with the Ministry of Justice Colin Wilson attended the first meeting in July. From
September onwards Martin Clarke attended the remaining meetings during the
period this report covers.
3. Work of the Committee
To fulfil its purpose, the RPC considered the following matters (amongst others):
Annual Report and Accounts for 2019/20
The Committee reviewed and agreed key assumptions, affecting the known claims
and IBNR as listed below but not limited to;
•

The ultimate number of claims to be created from incidents that occurred prior
to the end of the accounting period.

•

Claims inflation

•

Average costs

•

Payment patterns

•

Discount rates
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•

The impact of the change to the Personal Injury Discount rate (PIDR) that
occurred in August 2019

•

Sensitivities of the provisions to key assumptions.

•

Provision for risk and uncertainty.

•

Impact of the Early Notification Scheme on the provisions (EN)

The meetings from July 2019 through to October 2019 mainly covered the issues
and decisions in relation to pricing. The meetings from December 2019 through
to April 2020 mainly covered the issues and key assumptions with regard to the
2019/20 provisions
Total Required Cashflows 2020/21
The Committee reviewed the assumptions used for setting the 2020/21 global
collects and the impact these assumptions have on members to put forward
proposals to Department of Health and Social Care, which were also shared with
NHS Improvement and NHS England
The 2020/21 total CNST collect for CNST was set at £2,239m which was an
increase of £292m (15%) compared with £1,947m in 2019/20. Of this increase
£100m related to a contribution from members of the increased cost of changes to
the personal injury discount rate (PIDR), which prior to 2020/21 was funded entirely
separately from member contributions.
The Committee also considered and approved the:
•

Review of the methodology for calculating contributions for Independent
Sector members of CNST, agreeing to continue to include experience for the
larger members.

•

Review of the current caps and collars applied to member contributions,
changing them to 0% / +40% from what was used in 2019/20 of +/- 30%.

•

Changes to the risk weightings of individual specialties, with maternity claims
representing 40% of the total CNST collect, up from 37% previously

Other Work
•

The Committee reviewed the experience monitoring pack which the
committee agreed will require further development in 2020/21.

•

The Committee reviewed the approach for handling a PIDR rate change
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•

The Committee discussed the approach to setting the 2019/20 AME budget.
The NHS Resolution finance team meeting again with the DHSC finance team
for a walkthrough of the AME projection and provided an indication of the
direction of the travel for key assumptions.

Review of Terms of Reference
The Committee reviewed the terms of reference, including the materiality framework.
4. Reporting
The RPC reports the results of its work on reserving methodologies (including
modelling methodologies), assumptions and outputs to the ARC to enable the ARC
to complete its annual year-end assessment of the appropriateness of the provisions
for claims in the balance sheet. This is done through provision to the ARC of RPC
minutes and the attendance at ARC meetings of RPC members to provide further
details where required and to draw the attention of the ARC to areas of material
judgement or uncertainty.
Compliance Checklist
The compliance checklist below has been introduced, based on the NAO Audit and
Risk Assurance Committee Effectiveness checklist.
The checklist ensures that the RPC is independent, each member of the RPC should
know their role and have a good understanding of the objectives of the RPC. The
RPC should have the appropriate mix of members to ensure that decisions can be
made and the decisions communicated with the NHS Resolution Board in a timely
manner.
Question

Comments

Does the committee have a
minimum of three members,
including a non-executive
member?

Y/N
Y

Does the Accounting Officer and
Director of Finance attend
meetings?

The Accounting Officer is the Chair of
the Committee.
.

Y

Do the meetings have
appropriate participants in
attendance to deal adequately
with the agenda?

GAD attends all meetings. Head of
Claims Strategy attends meetings.

Y

Are conflicts recorded and
declared at the start of every
meeting?

Colin Wilson attended the first meeting of
the period covered by this report in place
of Martin Clarke due to his involvement
in the review of the personal injury
discount rate (PIDR)

Y
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Do the members of the
Committee have a clear
understanding of their roles and
that collectively the members
have the knowledge and range of
skills required to ensure that ARC
and the Board gain the
assurance they need to on
governance and risk
management?

Y

Does the Committee critically
challenge and review each other
to provide assurances to ARC
and the Board in all aspects of
reserving and pricing?

All papers that are presented to the
committee are discussed when
appropriate and actions agreed where
further analysis is required, actions are
followed up at the appropriate meeting

Y

Does the Committee sufficiently
challenge the work of the
Actuaries

All papers that are presented to the
committee are discussed when
appropriate.

Y

Where appropriate, do we
communicate the work of the
Committee with the organization?

There are some key assumptions agreed
by the Committee in respect of reserving
i.e. Standard CP/BD case reserves.
Changes to this reserve is
communicated to the claims teams and
the claims procedure manual is updated
Reviewed annually and the updated
TOR is submitted for review

Y

Is the work of the Committee
effectively and promptly reported
to ARC and to the Board after
each meeting?

Agreed minutes are shared with the
Board.

Y

Do we have effective induction
and training arrangements for
new members?

To ensure that new members have the
appropriate knowledge and
understanding of their role an induction
meeting is scheduled with the Head of
Reserving and Pricing in advance of their
first meeting. There has been no new
members of the committee in the period
covered by this report

Y

Do we regularly review the Terms
of Reference?

Y

Steven Cain
Head of Reserving and Pricing
NHS Resolution
27 April 2020
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Board Meeting
Agenda Item:

Item 7.2

Title of Paper:

Audit and Risk Committee (ARC) Annual Report

Responsible Director/Lead:

Charlotte Moar – Chair of ARC

Summary of Paper:
This paper presents the ARC annual report as part of the annual review of internal governance. The annual
report covers the period May 2019 to April 2020. The annual report has been reviewed by ARC at the 7 May
2020 meeting

Board Action requested:
(Insert clear action i.e. whether Board are asked to agree, note, discuss)
Board is asked to note the report.
Potential Risks
(Detail of risks/alignment with Strategic Risk Register)
ARC consider the internal controls framework to support the assurance of the controls and treatment plans
to mitigate key strategic and operational risks
Equality, Diversity & Inclusion
(Evidence how this is addressed in the paper)
Not applicable
Has the Patient and Public Interest been taken into account?
(Scope and how feedback was incorporated/actioned)
ARC consider the accounts on a regular basis

Board Meeting

NHS Resolution - Audit & Risk Committee Annual Report
2019-20

1. Introduction
The purpose of this report is to provide assurance to the NHS Resolution Board that
the Audit Committee has carried out its obligations in accordance with its Terms of
Reference, which were most recently approved in March 2020.
Role of the Audit & Risk Committee
Under the Corporate Governance Code in Central Government, Boards are tasked
with setting the organisation’s risk appetite and ensuring that the framework of
governance, risk management and control is in place to manage risk within this. The
Audit and Risk Committee plays a crucial role in supporting the Board to meet these
obligations.
The Audit and Risk Committee’s terms of reference are attached at Appendix 1.
2. Members and Chair of the Committee
Charlotte Moar, Non Executive Director chairs the Audit and Risk Committee.
Keith Edmonds, Non-Executive Director was a member until 30 September 2020.
Mike Pinkerton, Non-Executive Director replaced him as a member from 1 October
2020. Thanks are given to Keith for his contributions to ARC over the last four years.
Charles Bellringer and Julia Wortley joined the ARC as independent members from 1
July 2018. Their appointment runs to 30 June 2020.
3. Meetings of the Committee
During the period of 1 April 2018 to 31 March 2019 the Committee met on four
occasions. Attendance by members was as follows:
Name
Charlotte Moar
Keith Edmonds
Mike Pinkerton
Charles Bellringer
Julia Wortley

Post
Non-executive Director and Chair of ARC
Non-executive Director
Non-executive Director
Independent Lay Member
Independent Lay Member

Meetings attended
4/4
3/3
2/2
3/4
4/4

The Committee has operated within its quorum of at least one Non-Executive
Director and one Independent Member members at all times.
The Department of Health & Social Care (DHSC) Audit and Risk Committee Chair
attended the June 2019 meeting. The Department of Health Sponsor also attended
meetings regularly throughout the year.

The Chief Executive, Director of Finance and Corporate Planning, internal audit,
external audit, counter-fraud service and the Chair of the Board were invited to
attend meetings throughout the year.

4. Review of effectiveness
In December 2019 ARC members and other key attendees completed a selfeffectiveness questionnaire. The results indicated that there was a clear
understanding of the ARC’s role, the agendas were structured, there was challenge
in relation to the risk framework and there was effective engagement with internal
and external audit.
The opportunities to build further effectiveness were in relation to the balance of
challenge and support, wider use of assurance mapping, and consideration of the
focus of ARC discussions and ARC reporting to the board in relation to key risks,
controls and treatment plans in line with the risk appetite. An action plan will be
developed during 2020/21.
During this period the Board also undertook an external self effectiveness review.
The work of the ARC was not directly considered within this, however there was a
comment around ARC in the final report as follows: ‘NEDs are broadly comfortable
with Board Committees and welcome ARC’s development under its new Chair’.
The Chair of the Board undertook appraisals of NEDs during the year and the Chair
of ARC undertook appraisals of ARC independent members.
5. Work of the Committee
Annual Report and Accounts for 2019/20
The Committee considered NHS Resolution’s draft Annual Report and Accounts for
2019/20, including the Governance Statement and recommended these for approval
to the Board.
External Audit
The Committee received updates from the NAO on their work throughout the year on
progress against the audit plan, covering in particular;
 Quality and integrity of claims data
 The controls against potential fraud, including through management override;
 Valuation and disclosure of provisions for claims liabilities;

The Committee received regular updates from management on the progress of the
management response to NAO recommendations from previous years, and from the
NAO, including independent review of the work undertaken by NHS Resolution’s
actuarial advisers, the Government Actuary’s Department.
The Committee considered the proposed accounting policies around GP indemnity
which had been agreed by management, DHSC and the NAO.
Internal Audit
The Committee monitored progress against the 2019/20 Internal Audit plan which
was completed by the year end. The Committee received reports and noted
recommendations from Internal Audit on the following:
Audit Title
Strategic and Corporate Planning
Business continuity
Key Financial Controls
HR Key Controls
Practitioner Performance Advice Service (PPAS)
Data Quality
Technology Change
GP Indemnity
Follow up of outstanding internal audit
recommendations

Assurance
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Substantial
Reasonable Progress

The Committee also monitored the progress with implementing internal audit
recommendations from previous years.
The overall opinion given was moderate assurance to the Accounting Officer that
NHS Resolution has had adequate and effective systems of control, governance and
risk management in place for the reporting year 2019/20 It was noted that the
Accounting Officer and Director of Finance and Corporate Planning were pro-active
in identifying areas of work for internal audit to explore in which their expectation was
that improvements could be made. The Audit & Risk Committee supported this
approach.
Local Counter Fraud Services
The Committee monitored progress against the 2019/20 workplan which was
completed by year end. Improvements in assurance were achieved by year end
when the Committee reviewed the Cabinet Office and DHSC Counter Fraud
Standards for 2019/20. During the year compliance with mandatory training reached
over 90%, and the fraud risk register is now routinely considered by the Operational
Risk Group as well as by ARC. Pro-active work to identify fraud or opportunities to

commit fraud continues to be undertaken as well as response to fraud referrals.
Compliance work was undertaken in relation to key HR and Finance fraud controls.
Assurance from other Committees
The Committee received regular updates from the Reserving and Pricing Committee
in relation to the provision of assurance around reserving including the arrangements
for the valuation of liabilities arising from GP Indemnity.
Risk and Assurance
During 2019/20 the Committee continued to support and challenge the NHS
Resolution executive team and provide assurance to the Board by:


Scrutinizing risks which are outside the risk appetite statement and reviewing
plans and timescales to redress these



Receiving updates on incidents and the overall position in relation to Cyber
Security.



Deep dives into particular areas of risk including GP indemnity, PPAS, the
implementation of the new finance system, contract management of the core
claims system, and cyber security.



Receiving updates on progress towards achieving and sustaining ISO 27001
and other information governance requirements as well as reports on health
and safety and freedom to speak up compliance.



Reviewing the Standing Financial Instructions and Standing Orders and
recommending them to the Board.



Requesting assurance that NHSR had arrangements in place to ensure
compliance with all DHSC regulations. Work to produce a comprehensive list
of these is complete and an assurance mapping is now underway



Through the Chair of the Committee, scrutinizing the arrangements for
providing DHSC with forecasts around the AME provision.
In addition the Chair of the Committee met regularly with the Chief Executive,
the Director of Finance and Corporate Planning, and the internal, external
audit and counter fraud specialist teams as well as keeping in touch with the
DHSC sponsor and DHSC ARC Chair.

6. Review of Terms of Reference
The terms of reference for the committee were reviewed in line with HM
Treasury Audit and Risk Assurance Committee Handbook. The revisions were

considered at the February 2020 meeting and recommended for approval by
the Board.

Appendix 1

NHS Resolution Audit and Risk
Committee (ARC)
Terms of reference

Scope:

The scope of the Audit and Risk Committee encompasses all
the assurance needs of the Board and the Accounting Officer.
The Committee’s scope includes engagement with the work
of: internal auditors, external auditors, risk management,
financial management and consideration of management’s
response to risks and issues

Role and main duties:

The role of the Audit and Risk Committee is to support the
Board and Accounting Officer by reviewing the
comprehensiveness and reliability of assurances on
governance, risk management, the control environment, the
integrity of financial statements and the annual report.
The Audit and Risk Committee is a sub-committee of the
Board.
The Audit and Risk Committee to fulfil its role and
responsibilities will consider the following:


The assurance processes established by
management for governance, risk management,
internal control, financial reporting and assurance to
secure delivery of objectives



The strategic and high scoring corporate and
operational risks, controls and treatment plans
(including over controls). In relation to any risk
identified outside the risk appetite of the organisation,
the Committee will recommend appropriate action to
the Board.



All governance, risk and control related disclosure
statements (in particular the Annual Governance

Statement) prior to endorsement by the Board


Risk related documents, policies and procedures



The accounting policies, the accounts, and the annual
report of the organisation, including the process for
review of the accounts prior to submission for audit,
levels of error identified, and management’s letter of
representation to the external auditors



The planned activity and results of internal and
external audit



The adequacy and effectiveness of management
response to issues identified by audit activity,
including external audit’s management letter



Assurances relating to the corporate governance
requirements for the organisation



Assurances relating to the information governance
requirements for the organisation



Advise the Accounting Officer on proposals for the
procurement for Internal Audit services, counter fraud
services or purchase of non-audit services from
contractors who provide audit services, ensuring that
these are appropriate to the organisation’s needs and
fulfil statutory requirements.



Anti-Fraud, bribery and corruption policies, associated
procedures and arrangements for the provision of
counter-fraud services



Standing Financial Instructions, Standing Orders,
Scheme of Delegation and Reservation, with a review
at least every three years with recommendations to
the Board



Assurances regarding finance policies and
compliance e.g. through the receipt of reports on
losses and compensation, waivers of standing orders
or other exception reports



Freedom to Speak up processes and arrangements
for special investigations



Assurance relating to cyber risk and appropriate risk
mitigation strategies

Chair:

A Non-Executive Director and member of the Board,
appointed by the Chair of the Board

Membership:

The Audit and Risk Committee shall comprise up to four
members as follows:

Two Non-Executive members including the Chair of the
Committee

Up to two Independent External members, as agreed by the
Committee Chair
Attendees:

Attendees at the meeting will be at the invitation of the Chair
of the Committee.

Audit and Risk Committee meetings will normally be attended
by the Chief Executive, Director of Finance and Corporate
Planning, the Head of Internal Audit, and the representative
of External Audit

The Audit and Risk Committee may ask any other officials
and advisers of the organisation to attend to assist with any
relevant matter

The Senior Department Sponsor (SDS) or their nominated
representative will have a standing invitation to attend.

The Local Counter Fraud Team will be invited to attend
meetings at least twice annually.

The Chair of the Board will not be a member of the Audit &
Risk Committee but will normally have a standing invitation to
attend meetings.
Administration:

All members will be provided with appropriate induction and
training to support them in their role

All members should attend a minimum of three meetings a
year

A record of meeting attendance will be maintained and

included within the Committee Annual Report

The Audit and Risk Committee will be provided with a
secretariat function
Reporting and Accountability:

The Audit and Risk Committee will report formally in writing to
the Board (including the Accounting Officer) after each
meeting.

The Audit and Risk Committee will provide the Board and
Accounting Officer with an Annual Report, (timed to support
finalisation of the accounts and Governance Statement),
summarising the Committee’s conclusions from its work
throughout the year.

The approved Committee Terms of Reference will be
published and available to the public

All those attending a Committee meeting will be asked to
declare any conflicts of interest at each meeting and a course
of action will be determined accordingly

The Audit and Risk Committee may ask anyone who attends
the meeting but is not a member to withdraw to facilitate open
and frank discussion on a particular subject

The Chair of the Committee will report to the Accounting
Officer, any issue relevant to the discharge of his/her duties
as Accounting Officer

Rights:

The Audit and Risk Committee may:

Co-opt up to two independent external members for a period
not exceeding three years to provide specialist skills,
knowledge and experience

Require any member of the organisation to report on the
management of risk, or the control environment to assist the
Committee in fulfilling its role and responsibilities

Procure specialist ad-hoc advice at the expense of the
organisation, with any significant expenditure to be agreed
with the Accounting Officer.

The Head of Internal Audit and the representative of External
Audit will have free and confidential access to the Chair of the
Audit and Risk Committee.

The Audit and Risk Committee will meet at least annually in
private session with each of external and internal audit

Frequency of meetings:

The Audit and Risk Committee will meet at least four times a
year.

The Chair of the Audit and Risk Committee may convene
additional meetings, as necessary

The Board or the Accounting Officer may ask the Audit and
Risk Committee to convene further meetings to discuss
issues on which they seek the Committee’s advice.

Quorum:

The quorum of the Audit and Risk Committee is two members
including at least one Non-Executive Director and one
Independent Member

Monitoring and Assessment:

The Audit and Risk Committee will periodically review its
effectiveness and compliance with its Terms of Reference
and report the results to the Board

Document Author:

Governance and Risk Manager

TOR review

The Audit and Risk Committee will review its Terms of
Reference annually and submit them for approval to the
Board

Approval process
ARC Endorsement Date :

12 February 2020

Board Approval Date :

10 March 2020

Version control
Date

Author

Version

Reason for change

October 2019

Charlotte Moar

Draft V2.0

Updated
membership wording

February 2020

ARC

DraftV2.1

Endorsed TOR’s and
reporting cycle

March 2020

Board

DraftV2.1

Approved ToR’s

Audit and Risk Committee Meeting Minutes
10.00 – 10.20: Private meeting of ARC members
10.20 – 13.00: Full Meeting
At Venue: RSM Offices - 25 Farringdon Street EC4A 4AB

Members Present
Charlotte Moar

Non-Executive- ARC Chair

Mike Pinkerton

Non-Executive

Julia Wortley

Independent Lay Member

In attendance
Helen Vernon

NHS Resolution Chief Executive (CEO)

Joanne Evans

NHS Resolution Director of Finance and Corporate Planning
(DofF)

Catherine O’Sullivan

NHS Resolution Secretariat for the Committee (CO’S)

Ian Dilks

NHS Resolution Chair

Sara Pollock

Deputy Director of Finance and Planning (DDFP)

Cheryl Lynch

DHSC Sponsor Team

Richard Smith

Head of Internal Audit (HoIA)

David Broughton

Internal Audit Manager (IAM)

Mike Newbury

NAO External Audit- Engagement Director (NAOED)

Gemma Taylor

NAO Audit Manager External Audit (NAOAM)

Gemma Higginson

Counter Fraud Manager (CFM)

Nigel Trout

Non-Executive

Catherine Mijatovich

NHSR Head of Business Intelligence items 6.2-6.3 only

Sean Walker

NHSR Head of IT and Facilities items 6.2-6.3 only

Apologies
Charles Bellringer

Independent Lay Member

Item
1

1.1

Actions

Administrative matters
To note: the minutes are set out in order of the agenda and not
necessarily in order of discussions
Chair’s opening remarks and apologies.
Apologies from Charles Bellringer were noted. The ARC Chair
introduced Nigel Trout who was in attendance to observe the meeting.

1.2

Declaration of conflicts of interest of members
There were no conflicts of interest to note.
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1.3
1.4

Item
Minutes of the ARC Meeting held on 16 October 2019
The minutes of the previous meeting were approved
Review of action from ARC Meetings
The Committee noted that the ongoing action in relation to the NHS
Resolution Directions for HPANs had been complete with the updated
Directions being issued in January 2020. ARC thanked the DHSC
Sponsor and NHS Resolution management for their work on this.
All other action updates were noted

1.5

Any matters arising from minutes not dealt with on the agenda
There were no other matters discussed

2.

Management Update

2.1

CEO Update – The CEO provided a verbal update on key matters that
are occurring within NHSR. She highlighted the key risk around
delivery given the significant changes planned for 2020/21 alongside
maintaining business as usual and any possible additional activity
arising from the new government. Major areas of activity are:
•

Actions arising from the review of our core systems

•

Office relocation

•

Next steps in the review of the claims operating model

•

Next phase of General Practice Indemnity implementation

It was noted that the forecast expenditure is under review and DHSC
have been updated
2.2

Planning for Year End

2.2.1 Month 9 accounts – The DofF presented the month 9 accounts and an
update on the NAO’s prior year recommendations with assurance that
recommendations are being addressed. She updated on discussions
with DHSC on finalisation of budgets for personal injury discount rate,
GP indemnity scheme costs and associated administration costs, and
Annually Managed Expenditure as part of the preparation of the Month
9 accounts return to DHSC. ARC noted that the risks highlighted within
the paper were not considered to be material.
It was agreed that the year-end accounts will show the full in-year cost
of harm ie including the increase in provisions.
2.2.2 Accounting Policies – No changes to the existing accounting policies
are planned or required for 2019/20 but the notes have been updated to
reflect developments including reference to GPI arrangements, update
of the pensions note for simplification, changes to how the maternity
incentive scheme is reflected in the policy note, and updates of specific
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Actions

Item
data items such as HMT discount rates for 2019/20.
The DofF confirmed that the impact of IFRS 16 leases was minimal to
the organisation. NAO reported that this was something that they were
looking at across the Health Group.
ARC noted that IFRS 4 (and in future IFRS 17) Insurance contracts
would continue not to apply as NHS Resolution indemnity schemes are
not insurance contracts on the basis that insurance risk does not
transfer to NHS Resolution. The discretionary nature of the scheme in
relation to IFRS 4s will be reviewed for the CNSGP scheme with DHSC
and NAO.
The DofF confirmed the disclosure of figures in relation to pensions has
been included in the accounting policy section to avoid creating a new
note to the accounts..
General Practice Indemnity – the DofF presented the paper which set
out the proposed accounting approach for General Practice Indemnity
(GPI) for 2019/20.
DHSC had led on this given their role in the development of policy to
create state-backed indemnity schemes for general practice. The
material matters are in relation to the agreements with the two MDOs
and the transfer of liabilities.
NAO had reviewed the DHSC treatment paper and confirmed the
proposed accounting treatment was in line with their understanding of
the arrangements, and would test this as part of the audit.
DHSC had determined that IAS 37 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities
and Contingency Assets is the applicable standard, which is the key
standard applied for the accounting for the various schemes NHS
Resolution have responsibility.
The DofF highlighted that there was a reliance on information received
from the MDO’s on the claims and trends to enable analysis for the
calculation of IBNR.
The liabilities from both MDO’s as calculated were considered not to be
material to the total provisions.
ARC queried whether it was correct that the GPI liabilities are included
in our current balance sheet given NHSR are the interim administrator
which could technically be taken away from us. It was confirmed that we
should include these liabilities. NAO confirmed they are in agreement
with the arrangements as set out in the paper and a review will be taken
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Actions

Item
should any administrator arrangements change.

Actions

There was discussion in relation to a risk which had been included in
the GPI paper in relation to the qualification of the accounts, where
there could be a difference in the valuation of liabilities between DHSC
and GAD. It was noted that there is likely to be a difference and it was
therefore key that an explanation of the movement was included.
It was agreed that the GAD presentation at the May 2020 ARC will
cover the risks and assurance on GPI.
The ARC noted the proposed accounting policies for 2019/20.
2.2.3 Draft Governance Statement- A very early draft of the annual
Governance Statement was considered by ARC with suggestions put
forward for the management team to consider for inclusion. In particular
a statement on compliance or explanation in line with the corporate
governance code, strengthening the reporting on data quality,
partnership working and potentially separating out the reporting on
fraud from bribery.

May ARC GAD
paper to include
risks and
assurances on GPI
Management to
consider the
suggestions for
inclusion in the
statement.

2.2.4 High level Annual Report and Accounts - ARC noted the plan and
process for the production of the 2019/20 ARA which had taken into
consideration feedback received from ARC on the process for the
previous financial year.
The paper also set out the key themes that will be included within the
front section of the ARA which had been considered at the Board
meeting in January 2020.
2.3

Finance System Update - the paper was noted. An internal audit review
of the end to end payments process and a lessons learnt paper will be
presented at the May ARC

2.4

Internal Audit Tracker – update – ARC noted the updates against the
actions and that there will be an internal audit review of follow up
actions presented at the May 2020 ARC.

2.5

Update on statutory functions mapping – Following a request from the
ARC the Corporate Governance Team commissioned a legal panel firm
to review the NHSR statutory functions, to ensure the organisation has
a clear view of the functions and regulations it operates within.
It was agreed that a short paper will be brought to the May 2020 ARC
meeting that sets out the assurances that are already in place that NHS
Resolution are operating within statutory functions and legislation and
the forward plan .
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Future ARC paper
to set out the
assurances that are
already in place that
NHS Resolution are
operating within
statutory functions
and legislation and

Item

Actions
the forward plan .

3.

External Audit

3.1

External Audit Progress Report - NAO reported the audit was on plan
for year end and at present there were no material matters to draw
ARCs attention to.
Work on Periodical Payment Orders (PPOs) has been brought forward
with interim testing taking place in January 2020. Discussions are
taking place in relation to queries noted by NAO, therefore it was too
early to report any findings.
In relation to GPI NAO had visited MPS office and tested a sample of
15 open claims, reviewing characteristics similar to those which they
review during CMS testing. They reported that overall the claims
reviewed appeared to have been processed in line with their
understanding and expectation. They will undertake the same process
with MDDUS.
ARC requested that future NAO reports to ARC include how samples of
claims are selected for their audits to enable NHSR to consider what
opportunities there are to use to inform performance.
ARC requested that NAO share with management their insight into
controls over GPI that we can identify any areas for learning.
The NAO noted that they are undertaken a value for money review on
maternity services and NHSR will be inputting to this.

4.

Internal Audit

4.1

Internal Audit Progress Report - ARC noted the audit plan was on target
for the year. The final two reports – key financial controls (with a focus
on payments through the new finance system) and follow up on audit
actions will be presented to the May ARC.

4.2

Internal Audit Review - Strategic and Corporate Planning- final audit
report - The report was presented with a moderate assurance finding. It
was noted that the review looked to critically assess all stages of the
planning process and was based upon extensive interviews with key
stakeholders in central management, Finance, Policy & Strategy (P&S)
and the directorates themselves as well as review of core planning
documentation. There were two medium priority recommendations.

4.3

Internal Audit Review – GP Indemnity - final audit report - The internal
audit for GPI concluded overall, the first phase of the GP Indemnity
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NAO to include the
how samples of
claims are selected
in their reports to
enable NHSR to
consider what
opportunities there
are to use to inform
performance.

NAO to share any
learning around
controls for GPI

Item
programme has been well managed with external stakeholders and
NHS Resolution have implemented the internal changes required to
enable adequate oversight of the proposed scheme. The assurance
finding is substantial with one medium priority recommendation.
The report has been shared with DHSC to provide assurance that
NHSR are discharging their responsibilities as expected.
4.4

GPI Update - ARC noted the paper presented.

4.5

Draft Internal Audit Annual Report – including HoIA opinion - ARC noted
that the report was draft given there is work still to be complete. The
draft HoIA opinion is likely to be moderate on the overall adequacy and
effectiveness of the organisation’s framework of governance, risk
management and control. It was highlighted that this is reflective of the
appetite of the management team to review areas where they are
seeking assurance on the controls that are in place.

4.6

Draft Internal Audit Plan 2020/21 – ARC noted the process for
identifying the areas for review which are proposed as appeals
management, office relocation, GPI, data quality, key financial controls,
procurement of legal panel firms, IT service contract and follow up on
previous recommendations.
IA clarified the planned review for the contract of the legal panel firm
was to support the contract management of the framework post tender
and appointment of suppliers.
ARC noted the planned date for the review of the IT service contract
had been scheduled to later in the year to allow the new contractual
arrangements to bed in. Updates in relation to the new arrangements
will be reported to ARC through the risk reports.
ARC queried if there should be a review in relation to the strategic risk
on managing significant concerns. Management highlighted that the risk
relates to our ability to identify a concern from the data we hold, given
time-lags on claims. This is is a system wide issue with mitigation will
be through cross cutting work across ALBs. It was agreed the risk
description should be reviewed to ensure it reflects the actual situation.
HV confirmed that she had reviewed the plan and agreed it. On this
basis ARC approved the internal audit plan for 2020/21.

5.

Local Counter Fraud

5.1

Local Counter Fraud Progress Report 2019/20– ARC noted the 2019/20
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Actions

Item
progress report and noted that the requirements for submission of the
Counter Fraud Standards to the Cabinet Office had been completed.
The increase in the referral of fraud shown in the reported figures
reflects the improved reporting with NHS Counter Fraud Authority not
an increase in actual fraud committed
5.2

Local Counter Fraud Plan 2020/21 - The plan for 2020/21 sets out what
NHSR is required to do to meet both the counter fraud authority and the
cabinet office counter fraud standards. Management highlighted that
pro-active fraud detection will remain a priority and that mandatory fraud
training is now above target. ARC approved the fraud plan for
2020/21.

6

Risk and Assurance

6.1

Risk Reports and Assurance - ARC noted that the strategic risk register
had been reviewed by SMT in January 2020 and would be presented to
the Board in March 2020. Three new risks had been identified (core
system obsolescence or failure of supplier relationship, failure to deliver
core business and change because of scale of change, failure to
recognise and respond to changes in the environment) and two risks
closed (uncertainty within a dynamic political environment, and
uncertainty in relation to GPI historical liabilities). There are currently
three risks that sit outside appetite and four risks within appetite. The
paper set out the assurance on the controls of the strategic risks and
the treatment plans for those risks where the controls could potentially
be strengthened to bring them within appetite.
It was agreed that risk reports should highlight how the treatment plan
actions are progressing to support the further mitigation of the risks as
well as where there are potential blockers that may have an impact on
bringing the risk within appetite.
ARC noted that the Operational Risk Review Group (ORG) had
reviewed the Corporate Operational Risks, controls and treatment plans
at a deep dive in January 2020. They noted the top operational risks
which included a new risk in relation to information management, it was
noted that a treatment plan for this risk will be established once the final
report from the National Archives assessment has been provided to
NHSR.

6.2

An update on progress of the core systems review and consideration of
risks - it was noted that the risk in relation to this currently sits outside
risk appetite.
Catherine Mijatovich, the NHSR Head of Business Intelligence and
Sean Walker, Head of IT and Facilities attended to present this item.
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Actions

Item
The papers set out the progress on the core systems review following
the conclusion of the consultancy work by Deloitte. It was highlighted
that this will be discussed at the Board Away day in February 2020 for
the in principal approval for the replacement of both core and support
systems.
There were some discussions in relation to the assurance that DHSC
are supportive of the option to procure a replacement of the systems, it
was noted that the sponsor team have been sighted on this work and
the feedback has been positive.
Update on managing supplier risk - The Head of IT and Facilities
reported that NHSR, supported by an external consultant, had changed
the way it approaches development of our core systems, removing the
ITSM model and replacing it with a team based service approach. This
will enable NHS Resolution to manage the change in a timeline that
meets the needs of the organisation and remove the frustrations from
both parties on the perceived restrictive nature of the ITSM.
It was noted that the risk as it is currently described may change once
the new arrangements are embedded.
Assurance was given that the supplier has a duty under the contract to
adhere to an exit strategy as agreed by NHSR even if they were to give
notice on the contract.
6.3

Cyber risk - The Head of IT and Facilities updated on the work
programme around governance and controls to our network systems to
ensure the risk of a cyber-attack is mitigated.
He reported that there are assurances on the controls for the internal
systems in place and aligned for core system changes.
It was noted that the current restrictions on hyperlinks would need to
have a risk assessment to minimise impact on the business. There was
also consideration needed on the cabinet office endorsed approach to
cloud services and access to these so as to ensure the security of our
networks in line with our risk appetite.

7.

Governance

7.1

ARC Terms of Reference - ARC considered the updated terms of
reference and endorsed them for approval by the Board.

7.2

Standing Orders – ARC noted the revised Standing Orders and
recommended to the Board for approval

7.3

Losses and Special Payments Report – ARC noted one item in relation
to losses, which was below the disclosure threshold of £300k for a
single item and below £300k in total
Final Minutes of the Audit and Risk Committee of 12 February 2020
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Actions

Item

Actions

7.4

Waivers – ARC noted two Single Tender Actions approved by the
CEO.

7.5

Freedom to Speak Up – there was no report for this meeting

7.6

Health and Safety - there was no report for this meeting

8

ARC Effectiveness Assessment

8.1

The NAO facilitated an initial response to the results of the good
practice self-assessment which had recently been undertaken by 12
ARC members and attendees. This was structured as 1) membership,
independence, objectivity and understanding 2) skills 3) role and scope
of committee 4) communication and reporting.
32 of 34 questions had a 100% positive response indicating strong
performance by the Committee. Opportunities to further build
effectiveness were highlighted:
•

Balance of challenge and support

•

Risk Management - more focus on key controls and treatment
plans for risks in line with the risk appetite and strengthening the
reporting of the assurance of risk management to the Board.

•

Assurance Mapping – develop the use of assurance mapping to
support risk identification and management and deep dives

•

Training and information for ARC members –The Committee
noted that appraisals for independent members have now been
undertaken.
ARC members have scheduled a meeting in March to discuss the selfassessment further and develop the action plan which will be supported
by the secretariat.
The NAO proposed that all ARC members and attendees should
consider what they could do personally to add value to ARC.
9.

Minutes of RPC Meetings

9.1

ARC noted the RPC minutes of October and December 2019 meetings

10.

Any Other Business

10.1

There was no other business raised

Final Minutes of the Audit and Risk Committee of 12 February 2020
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Board meeting
12 May 2020

Agenda item:

Item 9.1

Title of paper:

Board Effectiveness Review

Responsible Director/Lead:

Ian Dilks/Tinku Mitra

Summary of paper:
The attached report sets out the method used to inform a self-assessment conducted by the Head of
Corporate and Information Governance, and the findings from it. This includes an update of progress made
since May 2019 on the assessment framework from the external report from Eva Beasley (Weva
Framework).
The report was circulated to Board members for feedback and a summary of responses is set out in the
executive summary.

Board action requested:
The Board is asked to note the amendments to the narrative report made following the comments received
from Board members and the proposed change to the assessment rating on the Weva framework in
respect of stakeholder perspectives from the initial assessment made by the Governance team.
The Board is asked to agree the revised summary report which will be considered as an input to the
Governance report in the Annual Report and Accounts. (ARA).

Potential risks/Risk Appetite:
An effectiveness review is to inform the way in which the Board conducts its business and discharges its
responsibilities The mechanism of an effectiveness review conducted at intervals is to provide a tool to
seek assurance on this and does not in itself pose any material risks.

Equality, diversity & inclusion:
The Board is committed to a future discussion around the capabilities it would like to see represented on the
Board to enhance depth and diversity

Has the patient and public interest been taken into account?

The effectiveness review has considered the patient and public interest in terms of assessment of the
Board.

NHS Resolution Board Evaluation Review - FY 2019/20
Executive summary
At the March Board meeting, the Chair asked the governance team to conduct a review of internal Board and related governance
documentation to assess compliance with its responsibilities and where the Board has spent its time in comparison to its priorities. In addition,
the Governance team was asked to seek feedback from each Board member of overall effectiveness and progress made since the May 2019
external report from Eva Beasley (Weva Framework).
The Head of Corporate and Information Governance using various sources to identify criteria through which a review of the content of Board
meetings could be carried out undertook the effectiveness review. This encompassed a review of the agenda, minutes and papers considered
at awaydays and meetings of the Board through the year [1 May 2019 to current date]. There is a caveat that the assessment did not
specifically include the functions of the sub-Committees reporting to Board, other than to note the visibility of reporting from those subCommittees In addition, an assessment was made of progress against the Weva framework issued last year.
The draft report was circulated to Board members to seek a view on the following 2 questions:
(1) Has anything been missed from our self-evaluation that you think should have been included?
(2) Do you agree with the status of the progress against actions as shown in slide 5 of the Weva Framework document?
Responses were received from all 12 Board members and all said that the report was comprehensive. The significant majority of respondents
concurred with the draft report and the assessment of the current position using the Weva framework. There were five areas of comment, three
dealing with matters of clarity or completeness and two expressing minority disagreements. Where comments were made, these are set out as
follows, how, and where these have been actioned.
Comments

Response

One member noted that the effectiveness review
by Weva and the Governance team has not
included the functioning and quality of the

Operation of the sub-committees was not in scope for the Weva review and
the issue of reporting to the Board was not raised at that time. As noted
above this was not assessed in detail in the 19/20 review and may require a
1

Comments

Response

reporting from the sub-Committees to the Board.
Also there is no reference to the Reserving and
Pricing Committee (RPC) on the section on
information flows on p15 of the report

further discrete future review on this point. I have caveated this on page 2
under the heading of methodology of evaluation.

One member commented that it would be helpful
to understand what the numbers on the pie
charts reflect (page 3). Arguably time spent is a
more valuable indicator than number of times
something is on the agenda.

The report does set out in the methodology of evaluation (page 2 and 3)
that the numbers are topic areas covered by the Board as well as frequency
of their appearance on the Board agenda in the past year. Tables A and B
do not reflect time spent on individual topic areas which we can look to
analyse in the future.

One member raised a question about whether
there should be reference in the report to the
way in which the Board seeks to be open and
transparent in its working

Page 2: Summary of Findings - Added a reference to Board commitment
on transparency

Two members from the 12 respondents
considered that there was still some work to do
to ensure that there was sufficient time for the
Board to consider strategic matters and solving
strategic problems as a team over operational
matters.

Page 2: Summary of findings under the heading ‘General’

Two members considered more needed to be

Page 2: Summary of findings under the heading ‘ Board development’ an
additional reference has been made to to team development. We agreed

Page 15 - I have included RPC as being the source of information on
financial cashflows under performance measurement and information flows
in the NHS Resolution column

There is an existing finding in the report on the ongoing monitoring of the
balance between long term strategy and operational content of Board
discussion. I have therefore added a reference to this being noted in the
feedback by two Board members.

2

Comments

Response

done on Board development as a team

last year that for the Board this would make more sense to wait until the
appointment of a new chair in 2020.

Q2 : Progress against the findings of the Weva Framework assessment slides
On question (2) there was a number of respondees (6 of 12) who considered that whilst progress has been made, there needs to be further
work as an organisation in relation to stakeholder management, including our relationship management with our members to inform our strategy
of prevention and reduction in the number of claims.
There were also 2 members who commented on whether more needed to be done on Board development as a team and I have suggested it is
already captured under the amber status of commitment to continuous improvement and evaluation under the heading of Board Team
Effectiveness.
Given the largest number of comments received was in relation to stakeholder management, and the Board’s consideration of it, one change
has been made which was to propose that we move the following under the section ‘Outside world’ back from a proposed green rating to
keeping as amber:
Understand key stakeholder perspectives to predict future developments and inform strategic decisions
Arguably, the comments were more about the progress of the organisation than the effectiveness of the Board but since the Board is ultimately
accountable this seems appropriate.

3

Governance team methodology of evaluation
In order to inform the evaluation, we have also used the following sources which we have used previously to ensure that the areas identified
mapped across areas covered by the Weva framework and that our lens through which our evaluation took place was comprehensive. We also
recognise that some of the sources below are central government focussed and have borne this in mind in reviewing the content of our Board
meetings. The sources used for evaluation are set out below as follows:
•

HM Treasury Corporate governance in central government departments code of good practice

•

Health Group Internal Audit Common Findings & Themes from Board Effectiveness reviews conducted across the Health Group March
2018 [submitted to ARC previously]

•

NAO Board Evaluation Questionnaire in line with The Corporate governance in central government departments: Code of good practice.
(updated 2017.). The survey is linked here.

•

Weva Review May 2019 (high level summary appended)

The areas highlighted by the above sources were used to review the agenda, minutes and papers considered at the meetings of the Board
through the year [1 May 2019 to current date], the content of reading room material, away day sessions and also a review of the minutes of
Board, and its sub-Committees as they feed into the Board. The assessment has not included a review of the functioning of each subCommittee to the Board and reporting other than to record the visibility and content of that report. As well as looking at the content of papers,
we have also reviewed the key areas from our action plan following the Weva review. Table A and B sets out a graphical illustration of topic
areas covered by the Board as well as frequency of their appearance on the Board agenda in the past year, and table C sets out in the last
column the evidence to support our compliance with all key areas, and progress against the recommendations from our previous action plan.
Tables A and B do not reflect time spent on individual topic areas which we can look to analyse in the future.
It is intended to share the output of this review with the National Audit Office to seek any additional comments before the Board meeting.
Summary of Findings
Following our assessment, we have concluded that the Board is fulfilling and discharging its responsibilities effectively and there are no
significant gaps. It should be noted that we have not made a specific assessment on transparency other than to note that the Board has
4

committed to the organisational commitments on transparency as set out in our policy on openness, and we are monitoring our progress
against commitments made. We have made good progress on a number of areas identified by the Weva Framework and these are identified in
Annex B by way of an updated colour coding of the Framework to denote where progress has been made.
. The key areas where there remain ongoing work are:
1. General
a. Reviewing the minutes, there is a recurrent theme on the importance to the Board of the development of our approach to
operationalising our strategic approach to stakeholder engagement/partnership working. This remains a key focus for the Board
as indicated by the feedback received from Board members and is an ongoing piece of work.
b. Ensuring that there remains sufficient time for the Board to consider long term strategy and the risk that this is taken over by
oversight of operational activity. This is also noted by two members of the Board in their feedback. A lot of the strategy
discussions are about matters that are taking place now although there has been more work recently to consider such as Core
Systems and Target Operating Model which are about taking a longer term view. The report recognises that this is a continuing
challenge and the progress that has been made which the majority of the Board concurred with. The challenge will be increased
by the impact of Covid 19 and the need to strike a balance between achieving long term strategic aims and dealing with short
term operational considerations in support of the NHS.
2. Governance
a. There are governance related policies which are pending review following internal audit review such as the guidance on
handling conflict and an update of our the Business Continuity Policy which is being reviewed by an external specialist and
informed by the ongoing work of the Pandemic response These will be referred to the July Board.
b. We are also pending the completion of the Framework Agreement between DHSC and NHS Resolution, a version of which has
been presented to the Board.
c. .The Board has sought a more consistent approach across performance reports and this remains ongoing.
3. Board development
5

a. Board consideration on the capabilities it would like to see represented in order to enhance depth and diversity.
b. Consideration on continuous improvement and team development and how that is best achieved
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Table A- Frequency and subject matter of Board meeting content.
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Table B
Standing Items
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Table C

Corporate Code
2017

ALB Audit Feb
2018

Eva Beasley Review
and our action plan

For Board
meetings it is
important that
sufficient time and
focus is given to
discuss the
strategic issues on
the Board agenda.

Outside World
Take a whole system
perspective: identify
trends and factors,
including social and
environmental, affecting
NHSR’s long-term
success

Make sure there is
greater focus on
strategy at Board
away days.

Understand key
stakeholder perspectives
to predict future
developments and inform
strategic decisions

Setting Strategy
Strategic Clarity –
setting the vision
and/or mission
and ensuring all
activities, either
directly or
indirectly,
contribute
towards it;
long-term
capability and
horizon scanning,
ensuring strategic
decisions are
based on a
collective
understanding of
policy issues;
using outside
perspective to
ensure that
departments are
challenged on the
outcomes

Be clear on Board
purpose and
accountabilities

NAO Board Questionnaire

NHS Resolution Board

Objectives, strategy and remit

NED’s have objectives set by the Chair,
and ED’s have objectives set by the
CEO that incorporate Board
responsibilities, which are regularly
reviewed.

1. The Board has a clear set of
objectives that are independent of
those for the
organisation.
2. The Board realistically
assesses its performance against
its objectives at regular intervals
and at year-end.
3. The Board has developed a
strategy for the organisation that
is central to the way it is
directed.
4. The strategy is well aligned to
the organisation’s remit and its
capabilities, i.e. its
people, assets, intellectual
property, and financial and other
resources.
5. The Board devotes quality time
to reviewing the implementation
of the strategy.
6. The strategy is updated for any
changes to the organisation’s
remit or the external
environment.
7. Significant programmes and

External Effectiveness reviews
completed [ref May 2019]. Ongoing
updates on actions reviewed and
discussed in July November 2019 and
January 2020
There is an organisational strategy
reviewed by the Board (ref July and
September 2019). This was updated to
reflect the changing external
environment
There are ongong progress updates on
the strategy.
The Board reviews and agrees the
Business plan (ref January and March
2020)
Away day discussions on core systems
review and Target Operating Model [Nov
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Corporate Code
2017

ALB Audit Feb
2018

Eva Beasley Review
and our action plan

NAO Board Questionnaire

NHS Resolution Board

projects are clearly aligned to the
strategy and fall within
the organisation’s remit.

2019 and informal Board March 2020]
Key programmes and project updates
are provided on a regular basis and
aligned to the business plan eg General
Practice Indemnity and Early Notification
Scheme (each meeting); programme
updates [September 2019 and
Regular updates on the cross
government strategy on the costs of
claims [each meeting] and PAC
recommendations
Stakeholder views have been included
through a range of sources at each
meeting:
•

Chair update and CE reports

•

Reports on Cross Government
strategy update

•

MSE reports (each meeting)

•

Customer survey (May 2019,
November

•

Through Non-Exec and other
Stakeholder representation on
Steering Groups eg GPI and
Materninity Incentive Scheme
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Corporate Code
2017

ALB Audit Feb
2018

Eva Beasley Review
and our action plan

NAO Board Questionnaire

NHS Resolution Board
reports each meeting.
•

Through attendance of key
strategic partners at informal
Board eg. National Director of
Patient Safety

Reviewing the minutes, there is a
recurrent theme on the importance to
the Board of the development of our
approach to operationalising our
strategic approach to stakeholder
engagement/partnership working. (ref
Jan 2020 paper) . This remains a key
focus for the Board and is an ongoing
piece of work.

Performance
measurement
and information
flows
Timely provision
of information in a
form and of a
quality that
enables the
Board to

Information flows
between Boards
and Committees
should be
formalised within
each individual
TOR, which should
be consistent with
the Departmental
process map. The
TOR should
specifically state

Board Team Effectiveness

Performance measurement

The Board committee
structure, delegations and
accountabilities

8. Management regularly reports
to the Board on key outcomes
and targets that flow
directly from the strategy.
9. Performance information is
integrated with financial reporting.
10. The Board gets early-warning
signals of problems ahead that
will adversely affect key
outcomes, targets or financial

A detailed performance and financial
report is included in each meeting.
There has been improvements in the
way the reporting of some key
performance indicators and metrics. The
Board has sought a more consistent
approach across all measures reported
and this remains ongoing.
The Board is flagged through the Chief
Executive or at Board of developments
which may affect key outcomes, for
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Corporate Code
2017

ALB Audit Feb
2018

discharge its
duties effectively

where the flows of
information are
required to be
given and
received; and
where issues /
matters arising are
expected to be
escalated to.

A formal and
rigorous annual
evaluation of the
Board’s
performance and
that of its
committees, and
of individual
Board members

In addition, all
TOR’s should be
reviewed regularly
to ensure that they
are relevant,
current and reflect
the practices that
are required for
the Board,
Committee or
wider Health
Group to fulfil its
roles and
responsibilities.
Where important
decisions are
made outside of
the normal Board
meetings, this
information should
be captured and
reported back to
the Board. A
mechanism for

Eva Beasley Review
and our action plan

NAO Board Questionnaire

NHS Resolution Board

performance.
11. Management provides a
thorough analysis of performance
against budget, targets and
key outcomes, and discusses any
necessary remedial action.

example developments on GP indemnity
throughout the year.

12. The Board has a good
understanding of the performance
of the organisation relative
to other bodies, where
appropriate.
13. The Board takes collective
responsibility for the performance
of the organisation.

Where there are opportunities to assess
performance relative across other ALBs,
this has been presented for eg HR
reporting and Gender pay gap [July
2019 and January 2020]
Board Sub-Committees have reviewed
terms of reference yearly
ARC has undertaken an effectiveness
review and the ARC minutes and ARC
annual report is presented
Board schedule for the coming year has
been reviewed and agreed
The Board Assurance Framework was
reviewed.
There has been further consideration
given to risk assurance and reporting to
ensure that the Board also has sufficient
time to review strategic risks and not
rely on the assurance from ARC solely.
The Board undertook to review the risk
appetite and strategic risks [March 2020]
Decisions made outside of Board
meetings are updated in the Chief
Executive Report and in regular email
updates from the CE eg over new
indemnity schemes, current working
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Corporate Code
2017

ALB Audit Feb
2018

Eva Beasley Review
and our action plan

NAO Board Questionnaire

doing this could be
via an update from
the Chair or the
Chief Executives
report.

NHS Resolution Board
arrangements and maternity incentive
scheme.
Key legal updates are provided regularly
to the Board.

Ensure that Board
members
are
briefed or receive
Board papers and
alerts on any key
developments,
including
decisions
and
legal cases,
Governance and
Risk
management
There is a proper
framework of
prudent and
effective controls,
so that risks can
be assessed,
managed and
taken prudently
There is clear
accountability for
managing risks

The Board should
consider how the
Board agenda
links into the key
risks for the
organisation and
also consider how
all Board members
have clarity and
understand the
key risks that
impact the
organisation from
achieving its
strategic
objectives.
The organisation
should ensure that

Managing the Present
Be clear on appetite for
risks to deliver the five
year strategy; effective
risk management of
strategy execution; right
balance of short/long-term
gains and risks

The Board is clear on its risk
appetite.

Risk appetite has been reviewed –
November 2019

25. The Board has a sound
process for identifying and
regularly reviewing its principal
risks,and makes the necessary
amendments in the light of
changes in the internal and
external environment.

Strategic risks have been reviewed
March 2020

26. The Board receives regular,
insightful reports on the
organisation’s risk management
and internal control systems that
provide assurance over their
operational effectiveness.

Board has delegated authority to ARC
under its terms of reference The
assurance processes established by
management for governance, risk
management, internal control including
fraud, financial reporting and assurance
to secure delivery of objectives
The Board is informed through the
Chair of ARC of any matters to be
escalated and minutes of meetings are
also presented to the Board.

27. The Board takes full account
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Corporate Code
2017

ALB Audit Feb
2018
in every Board
meeting there is
the opportunity to
discuss (in a
structured manner)
risk and
assurance.

Eva Beasley Review
and our action plan

NAO Board Questionnaire
of risk in its decisions, for
example, in relation to proposed
major projects and programmes.
28. The Board receives reliable
projections of future cash flows
for the medium as well as the
short term, and is confident that
the available funding will enable
the organisation to develop and
operate as planned.
29. The Board is satisfied there
have been no problems with
regulatory and similar
requirements, and that sound
health and safety, employment
and other practices are
implemented to protect the
organisation against unnecessary
litigation and reputation risk.
30. The Board is aware of
changing demand patterns and is
confident that these can be met
from the resources available and
within the organisation’s statutory
remit.
31. The Board monitors the
political environment for potential
changes to its remit and
assesses the impact these will
have on the strategy.

NHS Resolution Board

The Board has agreed a schedule of
policies which need consideration by
Board for approval. During this period
the governance related policies
including Standing Order and Standing
Financial Instructions have been
reviewed and approved. There are
governance related policies, which are
pending review following internal audit
work and/or external developments.
These include the Business Continuity
Policy which is being reviewed by an
external specialist and informed by the
ongoing work of the Pandemic
response, and an internal audit on our
handling conflict guidance.
The Board reviewed the Business Plan
alongside a review of strategic risks.
The Board receives a detailed financial
report and planning through the
Reserving and Pricing Committee.

Board schedule reviewed and
incorporated recommendations from
effectiveness review
Governance structures, roles and
responsibilities have been reviewed
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Corporate Code
2017

ALB Audit Feb
2018

Eva Beasley Review
and our action plan

NAO Board Questionnaire

NHS Resolution Board

32. The Board is aware of the
organisation’s information needs.
Any exceptions to best practice
over data acquisition, usage,
storage and destruction are
reported

The revised Framework Agreement
between DHSC and NHS Resolution
has been seen by the Board and is
awaiting sign off by DHSC

33. The Board receives regular
reports on fraud and takes steps
to address any failures or
perceived weaknesses. The
Board is always provided with
advance notification of all
proposed novel or
contentious expenditure

Development
and engagement
Induction on
joining the Board,
supplemented by
regular updates
to keep Board
members’ skills
and knowledge

An induction
process should be
carried out for all
new Board
members and it
should be regularly
reviewed to ensure
it remains fit for
purpose.
A succession plan

Board Team
Effectiveness/Nurturing
Identity
Commit to continuous
improvement and
evaluation; continually
update the Board’s
capabilities and familiarity

Board has delegated authority to ARC
under its terms of reference which
includes assurance on anti-Fraud,
bribery and corruption policies,
associated procedures and
arrangements for the provision of
counter-fraud services.
The Board also receives reports of the
initiatives we have taken through
surveillance reports in our claims
management service.

34. No substantial, unexpected
problems have emerged which
the Board should have been
aware

The Board is made aware of any
significant issues arising and in this
period there were no substantial,
unexpected problems have emerged
which the Board should have been
aware

The Board is cohesive and
combines being supportive of
management with providing
appropriate challenge.

There is a Senior Independent Director
(SID)

35. A senior independent director
role exists to strengthen the
position of the non-executives.
36. The Chair leads meetings

The feedback from the last
Effectiveness Review and further
feedback from NEDs indicated positive
feedback on the role of the Chair.
An action plan was developed following
the effectiveness review conducted in
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Corporate Code
2017

ALB Audit Feb
2018

Eva Beasley Review
and our action plan

NAO Board Questionnaire

NHS Resolution Board

up-to-date

for key Board
members and
senior managers
should be
developed and
implemented as a
matter of
importance and
also that
contingency
arrangements are
in place to ensure
business
continuity.

with NHSR’s business

well with a clear focus on the big
issues facing the organisation
and allows full and open
discussion before major decisions
are taken.

May 2019.

37. Induction and development
programmes ensure Board
members remain up-to-date
throughout their time on the
Board.
38. Working as a team, the Board
has the right blend of skills,
expertise and personalities, and
the appropriate degree of
diversity, to enable it to face
today’s and tomorrow’s
challenges successfully.
Appointments place significant
emphasis on succession planning
both with regard to independent
and non-executive directors’
positions.
39. The Board constantly strives
to improve its effectiveness by
ensuring its own performance
appraisal replicates good practice
elsewhere.
40. The Board draws up action
plans following its performance
evaluations. The actions include
behavioural and qualitative

Induction programme for NEDs has
been reviewed.
Board member (in particular NED)
involvement in key initiatives and
projects has grown and been well
received
Chair and CEO both took part in ‘in
conversation with…’ events and
considering how these can supplement
internal engagement with staff in 2020..
Agreement to develop team building
through working on issues and
challenges together eg Away day
discussion on core systems and target
operating model were a good and
effective use of Board problem solving
Following the Weva reivew and as part
of our commitment to develop an
equality, diversity and inclusion agenda
– we set out in our action plan to hold a
Board discussion on the capabilities it
would like to see represented in order to
enhance depth and diversity.
The Board undertakes a yearly review.
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Corporate Code
2017

ALB Audit Feb
2018

Eva Beasley Review
and our action plan

NAO Board Questionnaire

NHS Resolution Board

aspects, where appropriate.
41. The Board regularly reviews
progress against its performance
appraisal action plan.
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NHS Resolution
Board Effectiveness Framework
Slide 2 – Weva Assessment May 2019
Slide 3 -4 Rationale for updated assessment – April 2020
Slide 5 - Updated assessment May 2020

April 2020

Outside World

Creating the Future

• •Take
a whole
system
perspective:
identify
trends
and factors,
Whole
system
perspective:
aware
of factors
affecting
including
social
and environmental,
affecting NHSR’s long-term
long term
success
– NHSR and stakeholders
•success
Build relationships with key stakeholders to share
• Understand
NHSR’s
business
and how
external relationships
perspectives
and secure
mutual
success
contribute to NHSR’s purpose and long-term success
• Understand key stakeholder perspectives to predict future
developments and inform strategic decisions

•
•
•

Take a long-term perspective; address future challenges and
opportunities; allocate time for idea generation and innovation
Create a long-term vision and direction based on NHSR’s purpose
and aligned with NHSR’s values
Shape long-term investment, succession plans and talent
development to support the vision; manage conflict between shortterm interests and the long-term impacts of decisions

Board Team Effectiveness
•
•
•
•
•

Be clear on Board purpose and accountabilities; ensure robust governance processes; effective papers and the right level of information
Focus on trust, mutual respect and open communication in all relationships
Hold engaged, informed, challenging debate: right level of questions; right diversity of perspectives and capabilities to support NHSR’s vision
Set clear success criteria for decisions; challenge underlying assumptions and unconscious bias; test alignment with NHSR’s values
Commit to continuous improvement and evaluation; continually update the Board’s capabilities and familiarity with NHSR’s business
• Clear on purpose, strategy, goals, vision of success

Nurturing Identity

Managing the Present
•

•
•

•

Confirm NHSR’s purpose, values & culture to deliver the strategy;
ensure alignment of vision; policies, processes & practices
Role model expected behaviours consistently, monitor alignment of
•
all behaviours
to NHSR’s values, encourage safe ‘speaking up’ and
take action when behaviours do not align
Engage staff and all stakeholders in NHSR’s purpose and values
and actively listen to ideas, concerns and feedback

•
•

•

Set a clear operating model: how tangible/intangible value is
created and sustained long term
Set clear priority actions, optimal resource allocation and
operating practices to deliver the five year strategy
Be clear on appetite for risks to deliver the five year strategy;
effective risk management of strategy execution; right balance of
short/long-term gains and risks
Be clear on implications of decisions for delivery of NHSR’s
objectives, stakeholder impact and financial outturn

Rationale for changes made in slide 5
Outside World
•

Take a whole system perspective: identify trends and factors, including social and
environmental, affecting NHSR’s long-term success
I have left this as amber on the basis that we are still developing an agreed view of
systems leadership. We have however done quite a bit of partnership working with
PHSO and others on complaints and impacts of technologies. Current COVID 19 and
systems response will raise new developments.
Understand key stakeholder perspectives to predict future developments and inform
strategic decisions
I have updated this from amber to green because of the work with stakeholders we
are doing with GPI and maternity. This has subsequently been amended to amber.

•

•
•

Creating the Future
•
•

Shape long-term investment, succession plans and talent
development to support the vision
I have turned this green as we have made progress on longterm investment plans and succession such as Target Operating
Model (TOM) and core systems review

Board Team Effectiveness
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be clear on Board purpose and accountabilities
We have the role of the Board set out in the Framework Agreement and also in our own documentation. I have retained it as amber
pending views from members about whether they are clear on their role.
right diversity of perspectives and capabilities to support NHSR’s vision
There have been no opportunities to refresh Board membership but on the agenda for future changes if considered necessary together
with a relook at alternative types on input to Board thinking, such as advisory groups. I have retained as amber for now.
Commit to continuous improvement and evaluation; continually update the Board’s capabilities and familiarity with NHSR’s business
We have done a lot more in our informal sessions to ensure that members are abreast of the issues such as Deloittes on TOM and Core
Systems Review. I suggest that we keep this as amber on the basis that this is about continuous improvement and with the changes to
come we will need to maintain our knowledge of both external and internal developments.

Rationale for changes made
Nurturing Identity
•
•

Role model expected behaviours consistently
Role model behaviours has moved from amber to green on the
basis that in our discussions with Board members we looked at
how this was best undertaken. A large part of this was greater
engagement with the organisation within capacity and time, and
to open up meetings to members of staff. Throughout the year
members of the Non-Exec team have engaged with staff in
individual projects, undertaken events such as a ‘conversation
with' on strategy, attended the staff celebration event. Whilst
there is always more to do, I have suggested we have
undertaken a lot through this year to demonstrate progress.

Managing the Present
•
•

Effective risk management of strategy execution; right
balance of short/long-term gains and risks
I have suggested this is moved from amber to green on the
basis that we undertake reviews of business planning and
strategy alongside our risk appetite and strategic risks. We
also undertaken a constructive debate on TOM and core
systems review

Outside World

Creating the Future

• •Take
a whole
system
perspective:
identify
trends
and factors,
Whole
system
perspective:
aware
of factors
affecting
including
social
and environmental,
affecting NHSR’s long-term
long term
success
– NHSR and stakeholders
•success
Build relationships with key stakeholders to share
• Understand
NHSR’s
business
and how
external relationships
perspectives
and secure
mutual
success
contribute to NHSR’s purpose and long-term success
• Understand key stakeholder perspectives to predict future
developments and inform strategic decisions

•
•
•

Take a long-term perspective; address future challenges and
opportunities; allocate time for idea generation and innovation
Create a long-term vision and direction based on NHSR’s purpose
and aligned with NHSR’s values
Shape long-term investment, succession plans and talent
development to support the vision; manage conflict between shortterm interests and the long-term impacts of decisions

Board Team Effectiveness
•
•
•
•
•

Be clear on Board purpose and accountabilities; ensure robust governance processes; effective papers and the right level of information
Focus on trust, mutual respect and open communication in all relationships
Hold engaged, informed, challenging debate: right level of questions; right diversity of perspectives and capabilities to support NHSR’s vision
Set clear success criteria for decisions; challenge underlying assumptions and unconscious bias; test alignment with NHSR’s values
Commit to continuous improvement and evaluation; continually update the Board’s capabilities and familiarity with NHSR’s business
• Clear on purpose, strategy, goals, vision of success

Nurturing Identity

Managing the Present
•

•
•

•

Confirm NHSR’s purpose, values & culture to deliver the strategy;
ensure alignment of vision; policies, processes & practices
Role model expected behaviours consistently, monitor alignment of
•
all behaviours
to NHSR’s values, encourage safe ‘speaking up’ and
take action when behaviours do not align
Engage staff and all stakeholders in NHSR’s purpose and values
and actively listen to ideas, concerns and feedback

•
•

•

Set a clear operating model: how tangible/intangible value is
created and sustained long term
Set clear priority actions, optimal resource allocation and
operating practices to deliver the five year strategy
Be clear on appetite for risks to deliver the five year strategy;
effective risk management of strategy execution; right balance of
short/long-term gains and risks
Be clear on implications of decisions for delivery of NHSR’s
objectives, stakeholder impact and financial outturn

